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Abstract
Adaptive equalizers remove signal distortion attribu ted  to  intersymbol interference in band-limited 
channels. The tap  coefficients of adaptive equalizers are time-varying and can be adapted using 
several methods. W hen these do not include the transm ission of a training sequence, it is referred 
to  as blind equalization.
The radius-adjusted approach is a m ethod to  achieve blind equalizer tap  adaptation based on 
the equalizer ou tpu t radius for quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signals. S tatic circular 
contours are defined around an estim ated symbol in a QAM constellation, which create regions th a t 
correspond to  fixed step sizes and weighting factors. The equalizer tap  adjustm ent consists of a 
linearly weighted sum of adaptation  criteria th a t is scaled by a variable step size. This approach is 
the basis of two new algorithms: the radius-adjusted modified multimodulus algorithm (RMMA) and 
the radius-adjusted multimodulus decision-directed algorithm (RMDA). An extension of the radius- 
adjusted approach is the selective update method, which is a computationally-efficient m ethod for 
equalization. The selective update m ethod employs a “stop-and-go” strategy based on the equalizer 
ou tpu t radius to  selectively update the equalizer tap  coefficients, thereby, reducing the number of 
com putations in steady-state operation. The transient performance of blind equalization algorithms 
th a t are modified by the selective update method experience similar transient performances, while 
their steady-state performance is dependent upon a static bound param eter. Simulation studies for 
RMMA and RMDA are completed for empirically-derived microwave radio and cable channels, while 
simulations for algorithms modified by the selective update m ethod are completed for microwave 
radio and Ricean fading channels.
A custom implementation of a fractionally-spaced blind adaptive equalizer intellectual property 
(IP) core for QAM dem odulators is presented, which is targeted for cable modems. The IP core
iv
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A B ST R A C T
can be configured to  operate in four error signal modes, which include RMMA and RMDA, and 
for square QAM signals up to  256-QAM. Implementation is completed for the A ltera S tratix  II 
EP2S130F780C4 FPG A  and gate-level simulation is successful at a symbol frequency of 8 MBaud, 
which is comparable to  recent QAM equalizer designs for cable modems.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The notation used in this thesis is as follows. In general, bold face upper case letters designate ma­
trices, bold face lower case letters designate vectors, and scalers are designated by italics. A scaler 
element of a  vector is denoted vt €  v , which is read as “the i th element of vector v ,” w ith indexing of 
vectors starting  a t i =  0 and ranging to  the length of the vector minus one. All vectors are assumed 
to  be column vectors. Tim e is denoted in parenthesis for matrices, vectors, and scalers; for example, 
Vi(n) is interpreted as the uith" element of vector v(rz) at tim e instant “n ” . Some commonly used 
operators, symbols and abbreviations are listed below.
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E { ■} Expectation operator.
csgn (•) Complex sign operator.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 B lin d  A d ap tive  E qualization
Adaptive equalizers com pensate for signal distortion attribu ted  to  intersymbol interference (ISI) 
which is caused by m ultipath within time-dispersive channels. They are typically employed in 
high-speed communication systems, which do not use differential modulation schemes or frequency 
division multiplexing. As illustrated by Fig. 1.1, there are several m ethods (or modes) in which 
equalizers can achieve adaptation  of their tap  coefficients. These include the transmission of a known 
training sequence, known symbol statistics, and decision-directed adaptation. W hen the methods 
applied to  achieve channel equalization do not include the transm ission of a training sequence, it is 
referred to  as blind equalization. There exist many excellent tutorials on the subject of both  trained 
[55] [50] and blind equalization [68] [80].
The basic data  communications process can be explained with the simplified baseband equalizer 
block diagram  of Fig. 1.1. A fc-bit binary sequence is mapped to  a symbol s(n)  which is pulse-shape 
filtered and m odulated onto a band-limited communication channel. The received symbol x(n)  is 
corrupted by intersymbol interference (ISI) and Gaussian white noise. The equalizer removes the 
distortion caused by the channel by estimating the channel inverse. The equalizer output y(n)  is 
sent to  a decision device, which results in the received symbol estim ate s(n).  The error computation, 
which determines the error signal e(n) used to  adjust the equalizer tap  coefficients, depends on the 
equalizer mode of operation and the corresponding equalization algorithm applied. For a non-blind
1
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Figure 1.1: Simplified baseband model of a digital communication system.
adaptive equalizer, such as those based on the least mean squares (LMS) algorithm, the equalizer 
will initially operate in the training mode. In this mode s(n) is a training sequence known by the 
receiver and e(n) will be calculated using the difference between y(n)  and s(n). After convergence, 
the equalizer will be switched to  the decision-directed (DD) mode, where e(n) will be computed 
based on the difference between y(n)  and the estim ated symbol s(n).  For blind adaptive equalizers, 
such as those based on the constant modulus algorithm (CMA), the equalizer will initially operate 
in the blind mode, where e(n) is a non-linear function of y(n).  After convergence, as for non-blind 
equalizers, the blind equalizer can be switched to  the DD mode. Thus, the blind mode of an equalizer 
th a t switches to  the DD mode after convergence is, in essence, the training mode of th a t equalizer.
1.2 Q uadrature A m p litu d e M odu lation
Q uadrature am plitude modulation (QAM) is a passband digital transm ission m ethod th a t impresses 
two separate fc-bit symbols onto the quadrature carriers cos (2irfct) and sin(27r/cf), respectively, 
where f c is the carrier frequency. The general M -ary QAM signal constellation is represented by the 
finite symbol set {.sm =  am + jbm}m=i- Alternatively, a  QAM symbol can be represented in polar 
notation as Amej9”‘, where A m = \Ja2ln +  b̂ rl and 8m =  ta n -1 (6m/ a m). The m odulated passband 
signal s(t) is defined as
s{t) =  5R [A m(f)ej(2,r/-=t+£’’" (t))} (1.1)
where sJf{-} represents the real part of a  complex number. The m odulated signal s(t)  is referred to 
as the narrow-band bandpass signal since f c 3> B,  where B  is the bandwidth. The narrow-band
2
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Figure 1.2: Various QAM signal constellations.
bandpass signal can be translated  to  an equivalent baseband signal by expanding (1.1) as follows
s{t) =  Am(f) cos cos (2nfct) -  A m (t) sin (0m(f)) cos (2nfct) (1.2)
=  u i  cos (2nfct) — u q  sin (2nfct)
where u r =  A rn(t) cos (9m (t)) and u q  = A m (t) sin are the inphase and quadrature compo­
nents of s(t), respectively. The complex bandpass envelope is given by
u(t) = u /( t)  +  j u Q(t) = A m {t)ejem (1.3)
which when substitu ted  into (1.1) allows s(t) to  be rewritten as
s(t) = ^ t ^ u ( t ) e ^ 2 n M Y  (1.4)
This implies th a t the knowledge of u(t)  and f c uniquely describes the m odulated signal s(t),  where 
u(t)  contains all the useful information.
As indicated by Fig. 1.2, there are several different types of QAM signal constellations tha t 
can be used for QAM transmissions. W hen an even number of bits is to  be encoded, the square 
type of QAM constellation is optim al for Gaussian channels [54] [37], while cross-QAM constellations 
are typically used to  encode an odd number of bits. Since odd-bit constellations have a higher 
encoding and decoding complexity, even-bit square constellations are significantly more common 
than odd-bit cross-QAM constellations [37]. Square QAM constellations, mainly 16-QAM, 64-QAM 
and 256-QAM will be considered throughout the remainder of this thesis.
Recently, QAM-based communication standards were adopted for satellite, cable, and VDSL 
applications. Blind equalization is recommended for both the Pan-European satellite-based Digi­
ta l Video Broadcast (DVB-S) [1] and cable-based (DVB-C) [3] standards. Broadband standards
3
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Figure 1.3: The block diagram of a generic blind dem odulator for QAM signals.
for VDSL include provisions for both single- and multiple-carrier m odulation [52]. The la tter uses 
CA P/Q A M  m odulation and requires the receiver to  sta rtup  blindly (i.e. blind equalization), where 
CAP is carrier-less am plitude phase modulation. Although the Advance Television Systems Commit­
tee (ATSC) adopted 8-VSB over 32-QAM for terrestial HDTV broadcast [2], blind decision-feedback 
equalization (DFE) was chosen over trained equalization. In field tests conducted by HDTV man­
ufacturers, the blind D FE achieved a lower error rate  and faster d a ta  acquisition than its trained 
counterpart in time-varying terrestrial channels [31].
1.3 D em o d u la tio n  o f  Q A M  Signals
In Fig. 1.3, the block diagram of a blind d a ta  dem odulator for QAM signals is illustrated. The 
demodulation process begins by bandpass filtering the interm ediate frequency (IP) input signal 
and adjusting the signal strength w ith the autom atic gain control (AGC). The analog signal is 
transform ed into digital words using an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The resolution of this 
converter determines the overall quality of the dem odulated signal and is typically between 8 - 1 4  
bits. A digital down converter (DDC) transforms the IF signal down to baseband and generates the 
inphase and quadratures components from the real input signal. All digital tim ing recovery is used to 
acquire the symbol tim ing and “tim e slice” the input signal to  obtain the proper pulse am plitude and 
phase measurements. A blind FIR  equalizer compensates for the channel distortion caused by ISI 
which is a ttribu ted  to  m ultipath w ithin time-dispersive channels. An optional feedback equalizer 
(FBE) can be utilized to  add past “assumed correct” decisions to  the  current equalizer output. 
This scenario is referred to  as decision feedback equalization (DFE), whereby the FIR  equalizer in 
Fig. 1.3 is referred to  as the feed forward equalizer (FFE) and reduces the precursor ISI, while the 
FBE reduces the postcursor ISI. The equalizer can be adapted in two modes of operation, a blind 
mode and a decision-directed mode. At the onset of equalization and prior to  convergence, the
4
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equalizer will operate in the blind mode using a blind algorithm such as CMA. Once the distortion 
is minimized, the equalizer is switched to  the decision-directed mode, thereby reducing the mean- 
squared error (MSE). The phase of the equalizer ou tput is adjusted based on the correct carrier 
phase obtained by the carrier recovery circuit. Lastly, the phase adjusted equalizer output will be 
sliced into digital words, thereby recovering the original sent symbol.
1.4 T h esis  O bjectives
The work presented in th is thesis conforms to  the following objectives:
1. Investigate new and existing algorithms, including computationally-efficient methods, tha t 
achieve blind channel equalization for QAM signals.
2. Develop a custom blind adaptive equalizer intellectual property (IP) core, which targets QAM 
d ata  dem odulators for cable modems.
3. Implement the blind equalizer IP  core for an A ltera S tratix  II FPGA.
The main challenges are to  develop new algorithms for blind adaptive equalization with enhanced 
performance, while considering efficient implementation. Hybrid equalization algorithms can im­
prove the transient and steady-state performance, however, they tend to  be expensive in term s of 
arithm etic com putations. W hile the physical synthesis process for FPG A s is simpler than  tha t 
for a custom ASIC implementation, FPGAs are less flexible and there is limited logic and routing 
resources. This limits the size and symbol frequency of the implementation.
1.5 T h esis  O rganization
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 covers design methodologies for FPG A  prototyp­
ing of DSP systems which include register-transfer level (RTL) design, hardware-software co-design 
and FPGA -based hardware emulation. Chapter 3 details adaptive equalization fundamentals begin­
ning w ith minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) equalization and the non-blind least mean-squares 
algorithm. The chapter continues with a discussion on blind and hybrid blind equalization algo­
rithm s and closes with computationally-efficient methods th a t apply to  both  blind and non-blind 
adaptive equalizers. Chapter 4 introduces the radius-adjusted approach for QAM signals, two new 
algorithms: radius-adjusted rnodified-MMA algorithm (RMMA) and radius-adjusted MMA-DD al­
gorithm  (RMDA), and extends the radius-adjusted approach to  computationally-efficient methods.
5
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Chapter 5 presents the results of simulation studies for new and existing blind equalization algo­
rithm s and computationally-efficient methods. Chapter 6 details the design and implementation of 
a custom blind adaptive equalizer th a t is implemented on an A ltera S tra tix  FPGA. Lastly, Chapter 
7 provides concluding remarks and details future work.
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Chapter 2
D S P  System  Design with F P G A s
2.1 In trod u ction
DSP algorithms have traditionally been implemented using application-specific integrated circuits 
(ASICs) or programmable digital signal processors (PDSPs). However, w ith the introduction of large 
capacity FPGAs, there has been a shift towards reconfigurable computing for DSP [78] [73] [23]. The 
fine-grained parallelism of FPGAs coupled with the inherent data parallelism found in many DSP 
functions, have made reconfigurable computing a viable alternative th a t offers a compromise between 
the performance of fixed-functionality hardware and the flexibility of software-programmable devices. 
As opposed to  PDSPs, FPGAs allow non-standard word-length sizes and semi- or full-parallel signal 
processing, which can reduce implementation area and improve throughput. Additionally, FPGA 
based emulation platforms can offer real-time prototyping of ASIC logic, which allows system veri­
fication and optim ization in an environment which resembles the target system 1.
This chapter presents a survey of DSP design methodologies and computer-aided design (CAD) 
tools for FPGAs, including methodologies for standard register-transfer-level (RTL) design, system- 
level design, and hardware/software (HW /SW ) co-design. The application of FPGA emulation 
systems as a platform  for rapid prototyping is addressed and the future trends of FPGA-based DSP
1© 2005 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission from K. Banovic, M. A. S. Khalid, and E. Abdel-Raheem, “FPGA- 
Based Rapid Prototyping of Digital Processing Systems” , in Proc. of the 48th International Midwest Symposium on 
Circuits & Systems, Cincinnati, Ohio, August 2005, pp. 647-650.
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systems are discussed.
2.2 S tandard  RTL D esign
Traditionally, FPG A  design has paralleled ASIC design and has used similar design flows and 
methodologies. The basic top-down FPG A  design flow, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.1, generally 
requires two distinct sets of design tools; the first for algorithmic development and analysis and the 
second for hardware synthesis and implementation. This creates a gap between algorithmic design 
and hardware specification within the design flow, which prevents it from being a true top-down 
design flow.
The first step in any DSP design is algorithmic development and analysis, which is typically 
performed at a high level of abstraction in a floating-point environment such as C /C -H - or Matlab. 
The resulting floating-point algorithmic model is converted into a fixed-point model, and simulations 
are performed to  verify their equivalence. Hardware specifications are based on the fixed-point 
representation and are used to  manually create RTL models and testbenches. RTL design refers 
to  the methodology of modeling a sequential circuit as a set of registers and a set of transfer 
functions which describe the flow of data  between the registers. The design is simulated at the 
RTL level to  confirm functionality. However, timing and resource usage remain unknown until gate- 
level simulation. Logic synthesis is performed to  create an optimized gate-level netlist which is based 
on design constraints such as timing, area, and power. Synthesis constraints directly affect the effort 
required for placement and routing. If the design is over-constrained, routing failure may occur since 
routing resources are fixed in FPGAs. Physical synthesis follows logic synthesis, which is typically 
carried out using FPG A  vendor place and route tools. The incoming netlist goes through design rule 
checking and is partitioned into available logic resources. An optional step of floorplanning can be 
carried out to  reduce routing delay and area by assigning portions of the design to  specific regions 
of the FPG A . Timing-driven placement and routing is performed, completing the physical synthesis 
process. Routing delays are back annotated to  the gate-level netlist for final simulation and timing 
analysis. In order to  verify the design, equivalence checking is carried out after both logic synthesis 
and physical synthesis. The last step in the design flow is the generation of a bit file to  program the 
FPGA.
Although not indicated by Fig. 2.1, the FPG A  design flow is an iterative process th a t requires 
many interm ediate steps. There are a number of electronic design autom ation (EDA) tools targeting 
FPG A  design th a t are offered by both FPG A  and th ird  party  vendors. Complete design environ-
8
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Figure 2.1: Standard RTL design flow.
ments are offered by Xilinx (ISE), A ltera (Quartus II), and Mentor Graphics (FPGA Advantage), 
which integrate w ith a number of th ird  party  EDA tools. In an a ttem p t to  reduce development 
times, DSP design has gravitated towards the use of intellectual property (IP) cores and customiz­
able designware for common DSP functions. These customizable cores can be integrated within the 
users own design, which can lead to reduced development times and more efficient designs.
2.3 S ystem -L evel D esign
Most DSP designers work at the algorithmic level and use C /C + +  or M atlab for verification and 
architectural exploration. While this reduces time for system verification it has created a gap 
between algorithmic development and hardware specification. In the standard  RTL design flow, the 
process of translating the floating-point C /C + +  or M atlab model to  RTL is a manual error-prone 
process th a t prolongs the design cycle and makes it difficult to make changes at the algorithmic 
level. This has led to  the development of several design tools th a t autom ate the conversion between 
high level languages and RTL to  create a true top-down design methodology. This has reduced the 
design cycle, encouraged more algorithmic exploration and optim ization and has allowed C /C + +  or 
M atlab to  remain the main source throughout the design flow.
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Algorithmic synthesis solutions autom ate the generation of RTL models and testbenches from 
floating-point models and provide tools for auto-quantization, architectural definition, RTL model 
generation and area/tim ing  optimization. Design solutions for DSP algorithmic synthesis are offered 
from FPG A  vendors Xilinx (System Generator for DSP) and A ltera (DSP Builder), th ird  party 
vendors such as AccelChip (AccelChip DSP) and Synplicity (Synplify DSP), as well as academia [22], 
A selected list of th ird  party  algorithmic synthesis tools is shown in Table 2.1. A re-occurring trend 
among vendors such as Xilinx, Altera, AccelChip and Synplicity, are integrated M atlab/Sim ulink 
based design solutions th a t contain libraries of parameterized fixed-point DSP building blocks. This 
enables designers to  work in a  familiar environment and to  integrate their bit-true and cycle accurate1 
model within a full system, which allows for rapid system verification.
2.4 H ard w are/S oftw are C o-design
In the context of FPG A  design, hardware/software (HW /SW ) co-design refers to  the methodology, 
tools, and practices th a t support the design of embedded systems and systems-on-programmable- 
chip (SoPC). An embedded system consists of one or more processors (which include PDSPs) and 
ASICs connected to  a common bus, which provides an environment w ith bo th  multiprogramming 
and multiprocessing capabilities [84]. The challenge of H W /SW  co-design is to  produce a near- 
optim al H W /SW  design th a t meets system requirements within the design constraints. Traditionally, 
partitioning would occur early in the design flow, which resulted in the hardware and software 
being developed independently w ith minimal interaction between them  due to  the lack of a unified 
representation [45]. However, in modern H W /SW  co-design, languages such as C /C + -1- are used to 
represent bo th  hardw are and software components, which has allowed partitioning to  occur at a later 
stage. This has increased the interaction and feedback between design partitions and encourages 
architectural exploration.
The generic H W /SW  co-design flow, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.2, begins with system spec-
1 Refers to the number of clock cycles needed to perform an operation during RTL simulation.
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Table 2.2: Third-party co-design CAD tools.
Product A bstraction
Celoxica DK Design Suite C
Impulse Accelerated Technologies CoDeveloper C
Synfora PICO Express C
Poseidon Design Systems Triton Builder C
ification followed by high-level algorithmic development. After sufficient analysis, the design is 
partitioned into hardware and software components based on speed, complexity and flexibility re­
quirements. Components th a t are better suited to  software, such as complex algorithms, are assigned 
to  software partitions, while components th a t can be accelerated in hardware, such as sensor applica­
tions, are assigned to  hardware partitions. RTL and C /C + +  models are generated for the hardware 
and software components, respectively, by manual or autom atic methods. H W /SW  co-simulation 
follows, which links an RTL simulator for hardware w ith an instruction-set sim ulator (ISS) for soft­
ware. An interface between the simulators is necessary and typically consists of a bus wrapper and 
interprocess communication (IPC). The bus wrapper synchronizes the ISS and system simulation 
and translates the incoming data  from the ISS into cycle-accurate bus transactions [13], while IPC 
primitives are used to  communicate with the distinct processes run by the ISS on the host system. 
Based on co-simulation results, the designer determines whether to continue with the current archi­
tecture or explore different architectures by choosing a new H W /SW  partition. Once an architecture 
has been chosen and the system has been verified, the synthesis of hardware components follows th a t 
of the standard  RTL design from logic synthesis onward, while the software components go through 
compilation and debugging stages.
Platform s for embedded system design are offered by FPG A  vendors Xilinx (EDK) and Altera 
(SoPC Builder) th a t are based on their MicroBlaze and Nios soft-core processors, respectively. 
They allow complex hardware and software systems to  be developed manually through the use of 
param eterizable IP  cores, custom hardware acceleration and extensive software debugging tools. 
There are a number of C-based co-design tools available from third party  vendors, several of which 
are listed in Table 2.2, as well as from academia [7]. Co-design solutions from Celoxica, Impulse 
Accelerated Technologies and Synfora combine configurable IP and architectural exploration tools 
to  create H W /SW  partitions, generate RTL directly from C models, and create software interfaces 
for co-simulation. This allows the exploration of different H W /SW  implementations, which enables 
trade-offs based on area/perform ance.
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2.5 E m u lation  and P ro to typ in g  o f  D S P  S ystem s
Hardware emulation is as an alternate approach to  system verification, which reduces simulation 
time while retaining high confidence in results. A hardware emulator is a reconfigurable computer 
th a t can be programmed to em ulate a large digital design. The prototyping of ASIC circuits as 
well as the development and verification of new IP cores are applications th a t are well suited to 
emulation. FPG A s and multi-FPGA emulation systems, such as the Berkeley Emulation Engine 
(BEE) [26], are highly flexible platforms for the rapid prototyping of DSP systems.
Rapid prototyping is the accelerated development of a physical system for dem onstration, eval­
uation, testing, or verification. Real-time prototyping allows the testing and optim ization of more 
design param eters in shorter tim e and in an environment th a t closely resembles the target system [16]. 
There are three main classes of prototyping systems; concept-, architecture-, and implementation- 
oriented prototyping [70]. Concept-oriented prototyping explores the design requirements and spec­
ifications of the system, and generally consists of hardware-accelerated simulation or com putation 
[48]. Architecture-oriented prototyping consists of the system-level design, testing, and verification, 
as well as subsystem specification. This level of prototyping supports H W /SW  partitioning and 
co-simulation, allowing software co-development to  occur at an earlier design stage [48]. Finally, 
implementation-oriented prototyping consists of module design and RTL or gate-level testing and 
verification. As illustrated in Fig. 2.3, the three classes of prototyping interact w ith each other and 
follow a natural progression to  system implementation [70].
FPG A  based em ulation systems have been the dominant platform for ASIC prototyping for 
many years. W ith  current FPG A  capacities exceeding six million gates (Xilinx Virtex-4 families); 
it is possible to  em ulate large system-on-chip (SoC) designs on a single FPG A . Synopsys offers an 
ASIC prototyping solution called DC FPGA. DC FPG A  eliminates the need for manual conversion 
between the ASIC and FPG A  designs, which allows a single RTL design to  be developed for both 
prototyping and implementation.
There have been several multi-FPGA emulation systems developed th a t have the logic capacity 
to  em ulate large ASIC designs; namely emulators from Mentor Graphics (VStationPRO) and BEE 
[26]. These systems consist of on upwards of several hundred FPGAs, which are distributed across 
multiple PCBs. Inter-FPG A  routing is accomplished by several routing architectures th a t may 
utilize field programmable interconnects (FPID). These include the partial-crossbar (PXB) and the 
hybrid complete-graph partial-crossbar (HCGP) [46]. M ulti-FPGA em ulation systems have high 
place and route times, and partitioning is restricted by the FPGA pin count, which reduces the 
FPGA logic utilization. Routing delays reduce maximum frequency to  a fraction of th a t of a single
13
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Figure 2.3: VP model for rapid prototyping.
FPGA. Recently, there has been a shift towards processor-based em ulation (PBE) systems such as 
Palladium 2 from Cadence. These emulators consist of highly parallel hardware processors th a t are 
used to  em ulate ASIC logic.
The focus of the FPG A  community has been divided into two main groups: signal processing and 
embedded system design. In the area of signal processing, FPGAs will continue to  be a dominant 
platform  for front end and sensor DSP applications [78]. In order to  keep up with the demands 
of signal processing, the number of embedded multipliers and processors on the fabric of FPGA 
chips and prototyping boards will increase, which will enable FPGAs to  b e tte r compete against 
PDSPs. As the performance gap between system-level and RTL design decreases, system-level 
design methodologies will become the convention. This shift has already begun with the plethora of 
system-level design tools available and the use of IP cores and customizable designware. In the area 
of embedded system design, less application-specific design tools and methodologies which are able 
to  obtain efficient H W /SW  partitions are essential for co-design methodologies to  obtain widespread 
acceptance. A critical step is the development of sophisticated profiling tools tha t can efficiently 
partition  designs into hardware and software based on execution performance. Lastly, FPGA-based 
emulation systems are expected to  continue to  rival PBE-based emulation systems as the dominant 
platform  for the rapid prototyping of ASIC logic.
2.6 F uture Trends
14
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Chapter 3 
Trained and Blind Adaptive Equalization
3.1 In trod u ction
This chapter discusses the underlying principles and m ethods applied for channel equalization in the 
context of single input single ou tput (SISO) systems. The traditional receiver design for a linear 
modulation system consists of a filter matched to  the actual channel cascaded with a T-spaced 
equalizer [55] [54] [38], where T  is the symbol period. This senario is commonly referred to  as baud- 
spaced equalization. T-spaced equalizers are sensitive to  the sampling phase and, in theory, they 
require an infinite number of taps to  achieve perfect equalization. An alternate equalizer realization is 
a T / M -spaced equalizer, where M  is an integer number greater than  one. This scenario is commonly 
referred to  as fractionally-spaced equalization. The T /M -spaced equalizer, by virtue of its sampling 
rate, can synthesize the optim al combination of characteristics of a matched filter and T-spaced 
equalizer, w ithin the constraints of its length and delay [38] [55]. The performance of T / M -spaced 
equalizers is insensitive to  the choice of sampler phase and, in theory, a fractionally-spaced equalizer 
can achieve perfect equalization with a finite number of taps [38] [24], For these reasons, equalizer 
design has gravitated to  fractionally-spaced equalization typically w ith M  =  2. Throughout the 
remainder of this thesis, T /2-spaced equalization will be considered exclusively.
This chapter begins w ith the derivation of the fractionally-spaced system model [44] [38] and 
continues w ith an introduction to  the mean-squared error (MSE) cost function and the minimum 
MSE (MMSE) equalizer which provides the theoretical optim al solution for MSE-based adaptive
15
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v(k)
s(n)
Figure 3.1: M ultirate system model.
algorithms. The trained least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm [83] is presented as a search method 
which simplifies the gradient calculation and the LMS equalizer tap  coefficient update is derived 
for both  real and complex signals [82]. A discussion of blind algorithms follows, which include the 
fundamental blind algorithms of Sato [59], Godard [33], and Yang et al. [88]. Hybrid methods for 
blind equalization are introduced and lastly, computationally-efficient m ethods th a t apply to  both 
blind and non-blind equalizers are discussed.
3.2 F ractionally-Spaced  S ystem  M odel
In this section, a signal model is constructed for the T /2-spaced SISO baseband communication 
system, where T  is the symbol period and 1 /T  is the baud rate. A m ultirate model of the system 
is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, where the index V  denotes T-spaced quantities while ’k'  denotes T /2- 
spaced quantities. A T-spaced source symbol s(n)  is transm itted  through a pulse-shaping filter and 
m odulated onto a T / 2-spaced propagation channel, whose impulse response is given by the finite 
series {ck}%Io,  where L  is the channel length. This corresponds to  the L  x 1 channel impulse 
response vector of c =  [co,Ci,. . .  , c l - i ] t  where (-)T is the transpose operator and the channel is 
sta tionary1. The source symbol is a random variable th a t is independent and identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) w ith variance =  ft{s(n)} and is drawn from a finite alphabet, which is given by the finite 
set {sm =  am + jbm}m=l f°r an M-QAM  constellation, while E {  ) is the expectation operator. The 
received T/2-spaced input signal x(k)  is corrupted by ISI and the additive white Gaussian noise 
signal v(k).  The baseband receiver consists of an AT-tap T/2-spaced linear equalizer, whose tap  
coefficients are characterized by the finite series {w fc}^,1, which corresponds to  the N  x 1 vector 
w (n) =  [wo(n), w i ( n ) , . . .  , w n - i (ti)]t . The T/2-spaced convolution m atrix  is constructed from the
l The channel need not be stationary. A time-varying channel can be used as long as it does not vary faster than 
can be tracked by the equalization algorithm.
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channel impulse response vector and is defined as
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where C p s  is an (L + N  — 1) x JV matrix. The T-spaced convolution m atrix is formed by the odd 
rows of (3.1) and is defined as
Cl Co
C3 c2 Ci Cq
C  = C L - l  Cl - 2
C3 C2




c l - i  c l —2
where C  is a P  x  N  m atrix, while P  — [(L +  N  — 1)/2 J. The regressor vector of equalizer input 
samples is comprised of the previous N  received T/2-spaced samples and is defined as
x(n) =  C Ts(n) +  v(n) (3.3)
where s (n) =  [s(n), s(n  — 1 ) , . . . ,  s(n — P)]T is the P  x 1 source symbol vector and the N  x 1 ad­
ditive white Gaussian noise vector is v (n) =  [uo(n), u i (n ) , . . . ,  u l_ i(n ) ]T . The equalizer output is 
decimated by a factor of two and is defined as
y(n)  =  x T (n)w (n)
=  sr (n )C w (n) +  v T (n)w (n).
(3.4)
Lastly, the P  x 1 vector of the noiseless T-spaced combined channel-equalizer impulse response is 
defined as
h(n) =  Cw(ra). (3.5)
17
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3.3 M in im um  M ean-Squared-E rror E q ualization
Although the mean-squared error (MSE) criteria is, in general, not optim al in the sense of minimizing 
the symbol error rate  (SER) [38], variants of its cost function are widely used for equalizer design 
[83] [24]. This is in p art due to  the simplicity of the MSE cost function and its unimodal performace 
surface. The result of minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) equalization is an exact solution 
for the equalizer tap  coefficients, providing the theoretical minimum for MSE-based equalization 
algorithms. The MSE criteria attem pts to  minimize the expected squared m agnitude of the recovery 
error e(n) = d(n)  — y(n),  where d(n) is the desired signal. The desired signal is the transm itted 
symbol delayed by 6 so th a t d(n)  =  s(n — 6). The MSE cost function is defined as
W hen the filter coefficients are fixed, the cost function in (3.6) is not time-varying and can be 
rew ritten as
j m s e  =  E  (e 2(n)}
=  E  {d2(n) -  2d(n)y{n)  +  y2{n)}
=  E  {d2(n) — 2d(n)wT (n)x(n) +  w T (n )x (n )x T(n)w (n)}
=  E  {d2(n)} — 2E {d(n)'wT (n)x (n)}  +  E  {wT(n )x (n )x T (n)w (n)}  .
(3.6)
jmse _  £  _  2w t  e  (d(n)x(n)}  + w T E  { x (n )xT } w (3.7)
P R
= E  {d2(n)} -  2 w T p  +  w t R w
where p  =  E  (d (n )x (n )}  is the cross-correlation vector between the desired signal and the input 
signal and R  =  E  {x (n )xT (n)} is the input correlation matrix, which can be expanded as follows
E  {x l ( n ) }  E  { x o ^ x x i n ) }  ••• E  { x0(n )xN- i ( n ) }
E  { x i ( n ) x 0(n)} E  {x j ( n ) }  ■■■ E  { x i ( n ) x N- 1(n)}
£ { z n - i («)z o (t i )} E j x j v . x ^ z ^ r a ) }  • • •  E { x ^ _ x ( n ) }
where x (n ) =  [z0(n), x i { n ) , . . . , ( u)]7 is the time-varying regressor vector of equalizer input 
samples defined in (3.3). The gradient of the MSE cost function w ith respect to  the equalizer tap  
weights is defined as
rm s e •m s e
(3.9)
d w  [ dwo dwi  8 w n - i
=  — 2p +  2Rw.
18
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Figure 3.2: Unimodal MSE performance surface example.
The optim al equalizer taps w D required to  obtain the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) can 
be determined by equating (3.9) to  zero and solving for w c as follows
0 =  2R w 0 -  2p —► w a =  R _1p  (3.10)
where the input correlation m atrix R  is assumed to  be invertible. The MMSE, which is denoted 
£ m i n j  is obtained by substituting (3.10) for w  in (3.7) as follows
£ m i n  =  E  {d2(n)}  -  2 w Jp  +  w „ R w 0 (3.11)
=  E  {d2{n)} -  2 [R - 1p ]T p  +  [R _ 1p ]T R  [R _ 1p]
=  E  {d2(n)} — 2pTR -1 p  +  p TR _1p  
=  E  {d2(n)} — p TR _1p  
=  E  {d2(n)} -  p Tw 0.
In practical situations where adaptive equalizers are employed, an analytical description of the 
quadratic performance surface is not available. However, the location of points on th a t surface can 
be estim ated by averaging the squared error over a period of time. Algorithms are applied to  search 
the performance surface and locate optim al or near optim al solutions through iterative adjustments 
of the equalizer taps. One particular class of algorithms are based on the gradient search method 
employed by the m ethod of steepest descent [83] [24]. The m ethod of steepest descent adjusts the 
equalizer tap  weights in the  direction of the negative gradient, which is not necessarily the direction 
of the minimum. The m ethod of steepest descent is expressed by the following algorithm:
w ( n + l )  = w (n )  +  p ( —V wJ mse) (3.12)
19
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where p  is a constant step size. In order to  converge, the step size is chosen to  satisfy the following 
condition [83]:
0 <  n  <  — (3. 13)
' ' m a x
where Amax is the maximum eigenvalue of the input correlation m atrix R . The minimal requirement 
for the m ethod of steepest descent is a noisy estim ate of the gradient, which hinders its application 
in real applications.
3.4 Trained L east-M ean-Squares A lgorith m
The least-mean-squares algorithm (LMS) is a search m ethod whose cost function simplifies the 
gradient calculation in (3.9) by replacing the expected values with instantaneous quantities. There 
are two modes in which the LMS operates: training and tracking. The training mode occurs only 
once during sta rtup  for point-to-point communications or periodically for broadcast applications 
and uses the difference between the equalizer output and the desired signal to  adapt the equalizer 
tap  coefficients. After initialization is complete, the LMS algorithm switches to  the tracking mode, 
where the equalizer taps are adjusted based on the difference between the equalizer ou tput and the 
estim ated symbol (sliced output). The LMS algorithm will now be derived for both the real-valued 
[83] [24] and complex-valued cases [82].
R e a l-V a lu e d  L M S
Recall from (3.9) th a t the gradient of J mse is defined as
VwJ mse =  - 2 p  +  2Rw .
An estim ate of the gradient, V wJ mse, can be obtained by replacing R  and p  w ith their instanta­
neous estim ates R  =  x ( n ) x T (n) and p  =  d(n)x(n) .  respectively. The gradient estim ate Vw J mse is
equivalent to  the LMS cost function which is defined as
V wJ lras =  — 2p +  2R w (n) (3.14)
=  —2 (d(n)x(n)) +  2 (x (n )x T (n)) w (n)
=  —2x(n) (d(n) — x T(n )w (n )) .
^ ^
e ( n )
Substituting (3.14) into (3.12), the LMS equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm for real-values signals 
is defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  fJ.{d(n) — y (n ) )x (n )  (3.15)
20
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where fi is restricted to  the limits defined in (3.13).
C o m p lex -V a lu e d  L M S
The LMS cost function for the complex case is defined as
J ' ms = \e(n)\2 =e(n)e*(n)  (3.16)
=  (d(n) — w T (n)x(n))  (d*(n) — w H(n)x*(n))
=  \d(n)\2 -  w H (n)x* (n)d(n)  -  w T (n)x(n)d* (k) +  w T(n )x (n )x H (n)w*(n)
=  \d(n)\2 +  w R (n) (x* (n)d(n) +  x(n)d*(n)) — w j (n ) (x(n)d*(n) — x*(n)d(n ))
+  Wft (n )x (n )xH (n)wji(n)  +  w f  (n )x ( n ) xH(n)wj (n)
where (•)H is the complex conjugation and transposition operator, while (■)R and (-)7 are the real 
and imaginary components of a complex number, respectively. Taking the gradient of (3.16) with 
respect to  the real and imaginary components:
8  7,ms
V wJ l™ =  -x-----=  2x( n ) xH(n)w R {n)} -  (x*(n)d(n) + x ( n ) d ’ {n)) (3.17)
d  7lms
V wJ}ms =  =  2x{n)xH (n)w f (n) -  j ( x(n )d*(n )  -  x* (n ) d (n ) ) . (3.18)
Using (3.17) and (3.18), the complex gradient of (3.16) is defined as
VwJ lms =  v w 4 ms +  j V wj \ ms (3.19)
=  2x (n )x H(n)w fl(n) — (x*(n)d(n) + x (n )d * (n )) +  j 2x (n )x H(n )w /(n )
+  (x(n)d*(n) +  x*(n)d(n))
=  2x (n )x H(n) (w n(n) + j w /(n )) —2x*(n)d(n)
w ( n )
=  2x (n )x H (n)w (n) — 2 d(n)x*(n)
=  —2 (d(n) — w T (n)x(n))  x* (n )
e ( n )
The LMS equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm is defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  fj. (— Vw J lms) (3.20)
=  w (n) +  n (d(n) -  y{n))  x*(n)
where once again n  is restricted to  the limits defined in (3.13). This result, i.e. complex conjugation 
of the regressor x (n ), applies to  all algorithms th a t are of the stochastic gradient descent type
2 1
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Figure 3.3: Multimodal constant modulus performance surface example.
regardless of the error signal definition. Therefore, the complex equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm 
for the m ethod of steepest descent type algorithms is defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  /ie(n)x*(n) (3.21)
where e(n) is the error signal of the particular algorithm.
3.5 B lin d  E q ualization  A lgorith m s
The first known work in the area of blind equalization was published by Sato in 1975 [59] for 
equalization of PAM signals. This initial work was generalized and patented  for the 2D symbol case 
by Godard and Thirion [34]. In 1980, Godard introduced a new class non-convex cost functions tha t 
achieved equalization blindly and indepent of carrier-phase recovery [33]. In G odard’s conjecture he 
stated:
“It should also be noted that the equalizer coefficients minimizing the dispersion func­
tions closely approximate those which minimize the mean-squared error. ”
This lead to  the constant modulus algorithm (CMA), which was discovered independently by Godard 
[33] and Treichler et al. [77] and has since become the workhorse for blind equalization [54] [76]. This 
is in p art due to  CMAs ability to  converge prior to  phase recovery. More recently, the multimodulus 
algorithm (MMA) was introduced by Yang et al. [88] which achieves low steady-state MSE and 
does not require phase recovery in steady-state operation. As illustrated by Fig. 3.3 for CMA, 
the performance surface of blind equalization algorithms is multimodal, which means th a t blind 
equalization algorithms may become trapped in local minima and converge to  a false global minima.
22
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This has the effect th a t different initializations may lead to convergence at different steady-state 
MSE levels. In practice baud-spaced blind equalizers are typically initialized w ith a single unitary 
center spike, while fractionally-spaced blind equalizers are initialized w ith a dual unitary center 
double spike [76] [38].
3.5 .1  G eneralized  Sato  A lgorithm
The cost function minimized by generalized Sato algorithm 1 (GSA) [59] [34] [68] is defined as
■/*“  =  \ e  {(i/(n) -  7 Scsgn(y(n)))2} (3.22)
where csgn(-) is the complex sign operator and 7.5 is a constant of the constellation. The complex 
sign operator is defined as
csgn(x) =
1 + j ,  {5R{rr} >  0 , Su{z} >  0 }
1 - j ,  { & { * } >  0, 3 { x } < 0 }
-1 +  j ,  {5R{x} <  0, ^ { a ;}  >  0 }
-1 — j ,  {5R{:r} <  0, Oja;}  <  0 }
where 5R{-} and 9 { }  extract the real and imaginary components of a complex number, respectively. 
The constant 7 s  is defined as
E { a 2{n) + b2(n)} E { a 2{n)}
75  £ { |a (n ) | +  |6(n)|} £ { |a (n ) |} -  ^
The equality to  the right of (3.24) holds in the typical case where the symbols a(n)  and b(n) have
the same statistics. A stochastic gradient-descent equalizer adjustm ent algorithm th a t minimizes
J gsa is defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) -I- r  (—VwJ gsa) (3.25)
=  w (n) +  /x(7 s csgn(y(n)) -  y (n ))x*(n)
eS s a ( n )
=  w (n) +  r  ( (7 ssgn(2/i?(n)) -  yR{n)) + j  (7s sgn(i//(n)) -  y i { n ) ) ) x*(n)
e f ‘ ( n )  e * “ ( n )
where sgn(-) is the real-valued sign operator and egsa(n) =  e ^ a(n )+ je f sa(n) is the GSA error signal.
1Also referred to as the reduced constellation algorithm (RCA) in literature.
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3.5 .2  C on stan t M odulus A lgorithm
The constant modulus algorithm (CMA) [33] [77] [44] achieves channel equalization by penalizing the 
dispersion of the ou tpu t modulus, \y(n)\, from the constant 7 c- The cost function minimized by 
CMA is defined as
r ™  = ± E { ( \ y ( n ) \ r -  7£ )?} (3.26)
where p  and q are positive integers th a t are usually chosen to  be either ‘1’ or ‘2’, resulting in four 
versions of the algorithm (denoted CMAp-q). The most typical case is CMA2-2 when p  =  q =  2, 
which will be considered exclusively throughout the remaining sections of this thesis. The dispersion 
constant 7^  is defined as
7» =  (3.27)
, c  £ { |s (n ) |p }  V 7
A stochastic gradient-descent equalizer adjustm ent algorithm th a t minimizes J cma is defined as
w ( n + l )  = w (n )  +  / i ( - V wJ cma) (3.28)
=  w (n) +  py(n)\y(n)\p~2 (7P -  |2/(n ) |p)?_1 (sgn(7£ -  \y(n)\p))q x*(n).
For the case where p = q = 2,
w (n  +  l)  =  w (u) +  p,y(n)  (7 !  -  \y(n)\2) x*(n) (3.29)
gcma(n)
=  w (n) +  p  (yR (n) (7 J  -  y2R(n) -  y j in j )  + jy i ( n )  (t c  ~  2/fi(n ) “  v H n ) ) ) x *(n )
 ̂ ^ - -/ ^ ^  ̂
e ' ™ ( n )  e 5 “ « ( n )
where ecma(n) =  na(n) + jecIma'(n) is the CMA error signal. The CMA is an extention of G odard’s 
algorithm [33], which has the same cost function as (3.26) except th a t ‘q’ is fixed at ‘2’.
3.5 .3  M u ltim od u lu s A lgorithm
The multimodulus algorithm (MMA) [87][88] separates the equalizer ou tput into in-phase yR{n) and 
quadrature y i ( n ) components and penalizes the dispersion of each around separate straight contours. 
The cost function minimized by MMA is defined as
Jmma = kpE ( (2/«(n) ~ * )2} + ~ ̂ ) 2} (3-3°)
where p  is a positive integer. A value of p  =  2 is typically chosen for implementation since it generally 
provides the best compromise between performance and implementation complexity [88]. This case
24
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(a) GSA cost function. (b) CMA cost function. (c) MMA cost function.
Figure 3.4: Graphical interpretation of the GSA, CMA, and MMA cost functions for 64-QAM.
will be considered exclusively throughout the remaining sections of this thesis. The constant rfM is 
defined as
p _  E { a 2P(n) + b2P(n)} _ E { a 2P(n)} 
l M  £ { |a (n ) |P  +  |b(n)|P} £ { |a (n ) |p } ' ^  j
The equality to  the right of (3.31) holds in the typical case where the symbols a(n)  and b(n) have 
the same statistics. A stochastic gradient-descent equalizer adjustm ent algorithm th a t minimizes
j m m a  j jg
w ( n + l )  = w ( n ) + / r ( —V wJ mma) (3.32)
=  w ( n ) + p ( y R {n) ( j pM -  ypR {ri)) \yR (n)\p~2 + j y ^ n )  (7^  -  yPj{n))  \yR(n)\p~2 )x*(n).
For the case where p =  2:
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  p  (yR{n) (7^  -  y2R {n)) + jy i {n )  ('y2M -  y2{n)) ) x*(ra) (3.33)
 ̂ V 1 ™ ‘ " 1 ■V ‘ 1 ‘
e £ m a ( n )  e f m&(n)
where emma(n) =  e ^ ma(n) +  je™ma’(n) is the MMA error signal.
3 .5 .4  D ecision -D irected  A lgorithm
The cost function th a t is minimized by the decision-directed (DD) algorithm [53], replaces symbol 
statistics w ith the instantaneous error across the slicer and is defined as
J dd =  i i ? { ( y ( n ) - S ( n ) ) 2} (3.34)
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where s(n)  =  a(n) + j  ■ b(n) is the estim ated QAM symbol. A stochastic gradient-descent equalizer 
adjustm ent algorithm th a t minimizes J dd is defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  p (-V wJdd) (3.35)
=  w (n) +  p (§(n) -  y (n )) x*(n) ̂ y >
e d d ( n )
=  w (n) +  /i (  (a(n) -  yR(n)) + j  (b(n)  -  y r(n )) )  x*(n)
e%d (n )  e?d (n )
where edd(n) =  ej^(n)  +  ,?edd(n) is the DD error signal. The DD algorithm requires the MSE to be 
lower than a specified threshold (refer to [17], [27]) and cannot be applied at the onset of equalization.
3.6 H ybrid  B lin d  E qualization  A lgorith m s
The so called “hybrid algorithms” of this section combine or augment existing cost functions to  obtain 
enhanced performance. This may come in the form of increased stability, faster transient responses, 
lower steady-state MSE, improved transfer reliability to  the DD mode or any combination of the 
previous. Hybrid algorithms tend to  be more expensive in term s of the number of com putations they 
require per iteration and consequently, they have higher implementation costs. Early contributions 
to  hybrid m ethods include the work by Benveniste and G oursat [14], Picchi and P ra ti [53], and the 
dual-mode algorithms of Weerackody and Kassam [79].
3.6 .1  S top -an d -G o A lgorithm
The stop-and-go algorithm (SAG) [53] algorithm is based on a combination of the GSA and DD 
algorithms, which were discussed in sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.4, respectively. The adaptation  of the tap  
coefficients for the SAG equalizer is stopped whenever the GSA and DD errors differ significantly. 
The SAG equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm is defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w  +  fi (/n (n )e^d (n) +  j / / (n )e ? d(n)) x*(n) (3.36)
where e^d(n) and edd(n) are the real and imaginary components of the DD error signal, respectively, 
which were defined in (3.35), while f n ( n )  and f i ( n )  are the real and imaginary “stop-and-go” flags,
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respectively. The ” stop-and-go” flags are computed as follows:
( 1, sgn (e'ki (n)) =  sgn (effa(n))
/« ( " )  = 1 U U i  * V V ”  (3.37)
[  0 , sgn(e£d(n)) ±  s g n (e fa (n))
/ , ( » ) - {  '■ (3 .38)
[  0 , sgn (edd(n)) ^  sgn (e |sa(n))
where ej^a(n) and e |sa(n) are the real and imaginary components of the GSA error signal, respec­
tively, which were defined in (3.25).
A modified SAG algorithm is proposed in [66] th a t improves the convergence tim e by updating 
the equalizer coefficients in “stop” regions. The idea is th a t if the sign of the error is reversed in 
“stop” regions and the coefficients are updated in a controlled fashion, faster convergence can be 
achieved. This is accomplished by replacing the zeros in the flag term s defined in (3.37) and (3.38) 
with a  ratio  p(n),  where — 1 <  p(n) <  1. The value of p(n)  can be chosen to  linearly increase from
an initial value —0  to  a final value +0  by a constant am ount during each consecutive iteration.
3.6 .2  B en ven iste -G ou rsat A lgorithm
The Benveniste-Goursat algorithm (BGA) [14] is a combination of the DD and GSA error signals. 
The BGA equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm is defined as
w (n +  1) =  w (n) +  p. (fciedd(n) +  k2 |edd(n)| egsa(n)) x*(n) (3.39)
where edd(n) and egsa(n) were defined in (3.35) and (3.25), respectively, while k\  and k2 are pos­
itive constants th a t are chosen in an ad hoc manor. W hen the equalizer is far from convergence, 
the E  {\eAA(n)\}  is large which allows the tap  update in (3.39) to  be dom inated by GSA error. 
Conversely, near convergence, E { |e dd(n)|}  tends toward zero. This allows the tap  update to  be 
dom inated by DD error, which reduces the excess MSE due to  the GSA error term . This presents a 
tradeoff between convergence and steady-state MSE, which is controlled by the selection of k\  and 
k2. In [68], selecting k\  =  k2 =  1 provided satisfactory performance.
3.6 .3  M od ified -C M A
The modified-CMA (MCMA) [39] [41] augments the CMA cost function w ith constellation matched 
error (CME) term . This term  provides MCMA with knowledge of the constellation, which improves 
the convergence tim e and steady-state MSE. The MCMA equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm is
27
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defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  n ( y ( n )  (7% -  |t/(n)|2) +Pv(n))  (3.40)
e c m a ( n )
where r](n) is the CME error component of MCMA and (3 is a weighting factor th a t trades off the 
am plitude and constellation matched errors. The CME error signal is defined as
- j 4 ~ g ( x )
x = y R (n)  d x
(3.41)
x = y i ( n )
where g(x)  is the CME function. This function is to  be constructed from the equalizer output 
such th a t it satisfies a number of criteria, which include uniformity, symmetry, and zero/maximum 
penalties a t the zero/m axim um  deviations from symbol points. Candidates for this function are 
proposed in [10] and [40], the la tte r being an even sinusoidal function. The following CME function 
for QAM constellations is zero a t symbol points [41]:
g{x) = 1 -  sin29 (3-42)
where q is a positive integer and d is the distance between constellation points. This function reaches 
its maximum value of one a t the center point between two consecutive symbols and is zero at symbol 
points. As the selection of q increases, the slope of g[x) near symbol points becomes sharper.
The MCMA error can be modified to  weigh the CMA and CME term s based 011 a data-dependent 
weighting factor. This version of MCMA, known as data-dependent MCMA, continuously trades 
off the CMA and CME terms in the MCMA equalizer tap  adjustm ent over time depending on the 
adaptation phase and channel conditions. This enables data-dependent MCMA to achieve a faster 
convergence tim e than  standard MCMA. However, the multiplications per each weight update are 
approximately five to  six times th a t of fixed MCMA [41].
3.6 .4  C M A -M M A  A lgorithm
The CMA-MMA algorithm [88] jointly uses the two cost functions of CMA and MMA for the real
and imaginary signal components, respectively. This introduces asym m etry into the tap  updating
algorithm of the equalizer. The CMA-MMA equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm is defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  g ( yR(n) (y$  -  [t/(n)|2)_+ j y / (n) (7 ^  -  yf (n) )  ) (3.43)
e * ™ ( n )  e “ " » ( n )
where e%na(n) is the real component of the CMA error signal defined in (3.29), while e™ma(n) is 
the imaginary component of the MMA error signal defined in (3.33). The CMA error component of 
CMA-MMA increases the convergence reliability, while the MMA error component of CMA-MMA 
rotates the constellation in steady-state operation.
28
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Figure 3.5: BCMA decision regions.
3.6 .5  B len d ed -C M A
In traditional CMA-DD equalizer schemes, CMA is applied a t the onset of equalization to  reduce 
the am plitude distortion. After convergence, the equalizer is switched to  the DD mode to  reduce the 
steady-state MSE. The difficulty th a t arises with this scheme is determining at w hat point conver­
gence occurs and whether the steady-state MSE after convergence is low enough th a t the equalizer 
can be switched to  the DD mode. The blended-CMA (BCMA) [49] address this by introducing an 
adaptive radius to  select between CMA and DD equalizer tap  updates, providing a reliable method 
to  switch between the respective modes. The choice of adaptation  w ith CMA or DD error is derived 
from thresholding the DD error term . Large values of |s(n) — y(n)\ correspond to  regions th a t are 
far away from symbol points, while small values of |S(n) — y ( n )| correspond to  regions near symbol 
points.
The BCMA process is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The radius, R,  is initially zero and the equalizer is 
adapted w ith CMA. After processing k  symbols, the number of symbols th a t are within the initial 
threshold distance from their estimates are assumed to  an integer sum.  Once s u m  is greater than 
the initial threshold, the radius begins to  adapt, allowing the equalizer to  be updated w ith DD error 
when 0 <  |s(n) — y(n) \ < R.  A set of thresholds is stored in the vector T , where each element T; 
corresponds to  an element in the radius vector R .
3 .6 .6  C oncurrent A lgorithm
An alternative m ethod to  the CMA to  DD mode transfer problem discussed in section 3.6.5 is 
provided by the concurrent algorithm (CCA) [17], which uses CMA and DD equalizers in parallel 
to  avoid transfer failure. A flag f ( n )  is added to  the DD equalizer cost function which determines
29
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w hether it adapts. Carrier phase is jointly estim ated along with equalization. The equalizer output 
for CCA is the sum of the individual CMA and DD equalizer outputs and is defined as
y(n)  =  wrTma(n)x(n) +  w jd(n)x(n) (3.44)
where w cma(n) and w dd(n) are the equalizer tap  coefficient vectors of the CMA and DD equaliz­
ers, respectively. The equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithms for the CMA and DD equalizers which
constitute the CCA equalizer are defined as
w cma(n +  1) =  w cma(n) +  p,y(n) (7% -  \y{n)\2) x*(n) (3.45)
w dd(n +  1) =  w dd(n) +  /i / (n )  (s(n) -  y(n ))x* (n )  (3.46)
where the CMA equalizer update is equivalent to  th a t defined in (3.29), while the DD equalizer 
update differs from (3.35) by the inclusion of the f ( n )  update flag. This flag is determined using 
symbol estim ates and is defined as
f ( n )  =  (  1 Sn =  (3.47)
[ 0  sn ^ s %
where is the estim ated symbol of the perturbed ou tpu t y(n).  The perturbed output is defined as
yin)  =  (w cma(n) +  A w cma(n))T x(n) +  w jd(n)x(n) (3.48)
=  w La(™ +  l)x (n )  +  w jd(n)x(n)
where A w cma(ra) is the perturbation  p  th a t is defined as A w cma(n) =  w cma(n +  1) — w cma(n). This 
requires the CMA equalizer to  be updated prior to  the DD equalizer.
A modified concurrent algorithm is proposed in [18] and [19] th a t replaces the DD equalizer with 
a soft decision directed (SDD) equalizer. The SDD equalizer maximizes the a posteriori probability 
density function (p.d.f.) of the equalizer output. The equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm for the 
SDD is defined as
w sdd(n +  1) =  w sdd(n) +  /iV w J lmap (3.49)
where the SDD cost function is «/lmap =  plog(p(w,  y(n))  and p is a constant. The local a posteriori
p.d.f. is defined as
p ( w , v ( n ) ) =  j r  8^ exp( — l y ( r a ) 2~ S p ? l . )  ( 3 -5 ° )
p=2i-lq=2l-l H \  1 /
where s* j  forms a cluster of four constellation points.
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(a) Circular boundaries for CADAMA. (b) Square boundaries for MAMA.
Figure 3.6: Region boundaries for dual-model algorithms for 64-QAM.
3 .6 .7  C M A -A ssisted  D ecision  A d justed  M odulus A lgorith m
The CMA-assisted decision adjusted modulus algorithm (CADAMA) [6] is a dual-mode algorithm 
th a t employs CMA for the first mode and the decision adjusted modulus algorithm (DAMA) [57] [62] 
for the second mode. The la tter mode divides the QAM constellation into several circular boundaries 
as illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a). The DAMA is a phase blind algorithm th a t is based on a cost function 
th a t goes to  zero a t each ring of a QAM constellation. The equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm for 
DAMA is defined as [57]:
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  p m m  (y(n)  (7^  -  |y (n )|2)) (3.51)I
where { j c A ^ - i  are t l̂e signal P ° i n t  radii of the QAM constellation, while p  is a  positive integer. 
CADAMA begins operation in the CMA mode and switches to  the DAMA mode after the amplitude 
distortion has been sufficiently reduced. The criterion for switching modes is based on comparing 
the histogram of radius decisions over an observation interval [6].
A similar dual-m ode algorithm, the MMA-assisted modulus algorithm (MAMA), is proposed 
for MMA in [63]. The MAMA employs CMA for the first mode and MMA w ith multiple radii for 
the second mode. The la tte r mode divides the QAM constellation into several squares boundaries 
as illustrated in Fig. 3.6(b). Signal point radii are superimposed over the symbol points between 
successive boundaries, which reduces the error for MMA when y(n)  € {sm}*f=1 for an M -QAM 
constellation. W ithin the region created by two consecutive square radii, there will be no error for 
corner symbol points, no error for the real component of symbol points in vertical columns, and no 
error for the imaginary components of symbol points in horizontal rows. The equalizer tap  update
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Figure 3.7: Adaptive linear equalizer structure (tap update portions indicated by dashed-boxes).
algorithm for the second mode of MAMA is defined as
w (n +  1) =  w (n) +  fi (m in (yR {n) -  y2R(n))) + j min (y i (n) (7 ^  -  i/? (n )))) (3.52)
where are the signal point radii of the QAM constellation, while p  is a positive integer.
MAMA begins operation in the CMA mode and switches to  MMA w ith mulple radii after the 
amplitude distortion has been sufficiently equalized.
3.7  C om putationally -E ffic ien t M eth od s for E qualization
This section discusses computationally-efficient m ethods th a t apply to  both  blind and non-blind 
adaptive equalizers. As illustrated in Fig 3.7, adaptive equalization can be generalized into two 
operations: convolving the received symbol sequence w ith the filter tap  coefficients and updating 
the filter tap  coefficients. One method to improve com putational efficiency is to  simplify or reduce 
the number of m ultiplications needed to  realize the filter. Signed-error [42] [15] and power-of-two 
error [5] [28] are m ethods which simplify multiplications in the equalizer tap  adjustm ent portion to 
shift and add operations. The partial update m ethod [36] [35] reduces the number of multiplications 
by updating only a  subset of the to ta l taps during an iteration, while frequency-domain block 
algorithms [12] [67] update the equalizer taps once every k  iterations.
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3.7 .1  Signed-E rror M eth od
Algorithms th a t employ the signed-error m ethod only retain the sign of the error signal [42] [15] [61]. 
The general equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm for signed-error algorithms is defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w  (n) +  /rcsgn(e(n))x*(n) (3.53)
where csgn(-) was defined in (3.23) and e(n) is the error signal of the respective algorithm.
As opposed to  signed-error versions of GSA (SE-GSA) and MMA (SE-MMA), signed-error CMA 
(SE-CMA) [15] does not retain the convergence characteristics of CMA and is prone to  divergence. 
This drawback can be overcome by the inclusion of a controlled noise or dither signal, which improves 
the overall robustness. The equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm for dithered SE-CMA (DSE-CMA) 
[61] is defined as
w (n +  1) =  w (n) +  //ctycsgn (ecma(n) +  otdd(n)) x*(n) (3.54)
where a j  is a positive constant and d(n)  is an i.i.d. dithering process uniformly distributed over 
(-1,1]. Selecting aa > 2(y^/3 )3/ 2 is necessary to  ensure th a t the expected update for DSE-CMA is 
identical to  th a t for CMA within a certain bound [61].
The com putational requirements for the signed-error equalizer tap  update m ethod are specified 
in Table 3.1. W hen coupled with a power-of-two step size, the multiplications are reduced to  shift 
and add operations.
3.7 .2  P ow er-of-T w o Error M eth od
In the power-of-two error m ethod [5] [28], the error signal of the respective algorithm is quantized 
using a nonlinear power-of-two quantizer. The general equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm for power- 
of-two error algorithms is defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  pQ 2{e(n)}x*(n) (3.55)
where e(n)  is the error signal of the respective algorithm and Q2{'} is a nonlinear power-of-two 
quantizing operator, which can be defined as [28]:
csgn(x), |x| > 1
2 Li°e2MJsgn(a;) 5 2~wl+2 < \x\ < 1 
rcsgn(a:), \x\ < 2~WL+2
CM*} =
where W L  is the d a ta  word length including the sign bit and r  is usually set to  0 or 2~WL+1
(3.56)
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The com putational requirements for the power-of-two error equalizer tap  update method are 
specified in Table 3.1. W hen coupled with a power-of-two step size, the multiplications are reduced 
to  shift and add operations.
3 .7 .3  P artia l C oefficient U p d a te  M eth od
The com putational complexity of an adaptive filter is proportional to  the number of taps required. 
W hen considering channel equalization, the number of taps can range from several tens to  sev­
eral hundreds. Partially  updating the tap  coefficients enables efficient use of processor capacity 
[4] [36] [35] [81] and less power consumption. The general equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm for 
partial coefficient update algorithms is defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  /ie (n )A Ip(„)X*(n) (3.57)
where e(n)  is the respective error signal and A Ip(n) is a diagonal m atrix  having P  elements equal 
to  one in the positions indicated by Ip (n ) and zeros elsewhere, where Ip (n )  is the N  x 1 update 
constraint vector. The update constraint vector is determined through information evaluation, which 
can be accomplished using a number of methods. We will consider the fixed and time-varying set- 
membership criteria discussed in [81]. The first m ethod is when P  tap  coefficients are updated 
during each iteration, where P  is a fixed value between 0 <  P  < N .  The equalizer input vector x(n) 
is sorted and the index positions th a t correspond to  the largest P  input samples are set to  one in 
I p(n),  while all other positions are set to  zero. There is no restriction on the selection of P  as long 
as the stability or convergence is not compromised.
An alternate m ethod is to  let P  vary with time, such th a t Pmm < P ( n ) < P max. Initially,
P(n)  =  Pmm and is incremented by 1 until P{n)  =  Pmax or the regressor power meets the following
condition:
l|A ip(n)x (n ) || | >  a p ||x(fc)||| (3.58)
where ||x ||2 =  \ / J2 i  \x i\2 *s the two norm and a p is a fixed constant th a t ranges from 0 <  a p <  1.
The com putational requirements for the fixed and variable partial coefficient update methods 
are specified in Table 3.1. These figures do not include the overhead processing for the fixed and 
time-varying cases. One possible implementation of the equalizer input power calculation is to 
immediately square the input sample and apply the result to  a separate tapped delay line. This 
would cost one additional multiplication and an accumulation. However, it would double the amount 
of storage elements.
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Table 3.1: A rithm etic operations for the equalizer tap  adjustm ent of a single FIR  filter (/r =  2 n).
M ethod M ultiplications Additions Barrel
Shifts




None N N 1 0 1
Signed Error 0 N N 0 1
Power-of-two Error 0 N N  +  1 0 1
Block (Frequency Domain) 2 N 2 N 2 N 3 N
P artia l U pdate (Fixed) P P 1 0 1
P artia l U pdate (Variable) P(n) P(n) 1 0 1
3.7 .4  B lock  M eth od
Algorithms th a t employ the block method use a block of equalizer input samples and instantaneous 
error samples to  update the equalizer tap  coefficients once every B  input samples, where B  corre­
sponds to  the block length. This produces a more accurate estim ation of the gradient, which allows 
a larger step size to  be applied [20]. Block algorithms can be implemented in both the tim e [20] or 
frequency-domains [12] [67] [69]. While the time-domain realization does not reduce the number of 
com putations, significant reductions can be obtained with their frequency-domain realization. This 
is a  consequence of performing time-domain convolution in the frequency-domain and the efficiency 
of the fast Fourier transform  (FFT) and the inverse fast Fourier transform  (IFFT) algorithms.
T im e-D om ain  Im p lem en tation
The general tim e-domain equalizer tap  adjustm ent for block algorithms is defined as
s - i
w (nB  + B)  =  w (nB)  -I- fj, ^  e (nB  + i) • ~x*{nB + i) (3.59)
i=0
where e(n)  is the error signal of the respective algorithm.
The recursion in (3.59) represents a  single equalizer tap  adjustm ent from tim e n B  to  n B  +  B  
based on the B  partial update accumulations. The selection of the block size B  is a design param eter 
th a t determines the convergence characteristics of the algorithm.
F requ en cy-D om ain  Im p lem en tation
Block algorithms can be realized in the frequency-domain using the overlap-save or overlap-add 
sectioning methods. The block size is set to  B  = N  since this is the most efficient value for the FFT  
algorithms [21], which corresponds to  2N  frequency-domain equalizer taps. The general frequency- 
domain equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm for block algorithms is defined as [67] [69]:
W  (nJV +  N )  =  W(nJV) +  T % T ~ :V X H(nJV)E(nJV) (3.60)
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where here uppercase letters denote frequency-domain quantities, g  is the  N  x N  gradient constraint
m atrix, and T  and are the F F T  and the IFFT , respectively. The input signal m atrix X.(nN)
is comprised of two blocks of N  input samples and is defined as
X(niV) =  diag ^ F [ x ( n N  — N ) , . . .  , x ( n N  -  1 ) , x ( n N ) , . . .  , x ( n N  + N  -  1)]T |  (3.61)
where the diag{ } operator transforms the 2N  x 1 vector into a 2N  x 2 N  diagonal matrix. The 
frequency-domain equalizer output is Y ( n N )  = X(nAr)W(n7V), while the time-domain equalizer 
ou tput is defined as
y ( n N ) =  kJF- 1X(nlV)W(n./V) (3.62)
where k  is the N  x 2 N  constraint m atrix th a t ensures the ou tput result is a linear convolution. The 
frequency-domain error signal vector is defined as
E(nlV) =  ^ [0 T , eT (nlV)]T (3.63)
where e ( n N )  =  [e(nN — N ) , . . .  , e ( n N  — 1)]T is the time-domain error signal vector and 0 is the 
JV x 1 zero vector. The gradient and convolution constraint matrixes, g and k, respectively, are 
defined as
I  0 
0  0
k =  [ 0 I  ] (3.64)
where here 0 is an N  x N  zero m atrix and I  is an N  x JV identity matrix.
The com putational requirements for the block equalizer tap update m ethod are specified in 
Table 3.1. These figures do not include com putations needed for the equalizer output or time- 
domain error signal calculations, which require an additional 2 F F T s/IF F T s.
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Chapter 4
The Radius-Adjusted Approach fo r  Blind 
Equalization of Q A M  Signals
4.1 In trod u ction
This chapter introduces a novel radius-adjusted approach for blind equalization of QAM signals. The 
radius-adjusted approach is hybrid m ethod to  achieve equalizer tap  adaptation  based on the equalizer 
ou tput radius. This approach superimposes static circular contours over an estim ated symbol point, 
which create regions th a t correspond to  a fixed step size and weighting factor. The equalizer tap 
adjustm ent consists of a  linearly weighted sum of adaptation  criteria th a t is scaled by a variable 
step size. Two new radius-adjusted equalization algorithms are proposed and analyzed: radius- 
adjusted modified multimodulus algorithm (RMMA) and radius-adjusted multimodulus decision- 
directed algorithm (RMDA). The radius-adjust approach is extendend to  a computationally-efficient 
m ethod term ed the “selective update m ethod” , which uses the equalizer ou tpu t radius to  selectively 
adapt the equalizer tap  coefficients.
This chapter begins w ith an introduction to  the radius-adjusted approach and continues with 
the derivation of RMMA and RMDA. A method to  tune the radius-adjusted algorithms is developed 
based on radius statistics, while their steady-state performance is analyzed based on a  fundamental 
energy-preserving relation, which was first exploited by Sayed and Rupp in [60]. Lastly, the selective 
update m ethod is introduced as a general computationally-efficient m ethod for adaptive equalization,
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(a) Square regions for 16-QAM. (b) Centered around symbol estimate.
Figure 4.1: Sample decision regions for symbol estim ates in the radius-adjusted approach, 
while a modified version is proposed to  reduce the hardware requirements for implementation.
4.2 R ad iu s-A d ju sted  C oncept
The radius-adjusted approach is a method to  achieve equalizer tap  adaptation  based on the equalizer 
ou tput radius for QAM signals. S tatic circular contours are defined around an estim ated symbol 
point in a QAM constellation, which create regions th a t can be m apped to  adaptation  phases. A 
region corresponds to  a fixed step size, n(n),  and weighting factor, A(n), th a t can be used to  create 
a time-varying equalizer tap  update based on the equalizer ou tput radius, r(n),  which is defined as
r(n) = |s(n) -  y(n)\ (4.1)
where r(n )  is the distance between the equalizer output, y(n),  and its corresponding symbol estimate, 
s(n).  The equalizer tap  update consists of a linearly weighted sum of adaptation criteria th a t is 
scaled by a variable step size.
The general concept of the radius-adjusted approach is illustrated for 16-QAM in Fig. 4.1. The 
equalizer ou tpu t of Fig. 4.1(a) corresponds to  the r(n)  of Fig. 4.1(b), where sample circular decision 
regions are superim posed over the original square decision region. The outer regions of Fig. 4.1(b) 
generally correspond to  adaptation  phases w ith high MSE, while the inner regions correspond to 
adaption phases w ith low MSE. The accuracy of the equalizer tap  adjustm ent can be improved by 
grouping regions into adaptation  phases and adjusting the param eters fi(n) and A(n) based on the 
characteristics of th a t phase. The convergence tim e can be reduced by applying large p{n)  in the 
outer regions, while the m isadjustm ent can be reduced by applying small p(n)  in the inner regions.
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Stability and transfer reliability can be improved by using A (n) to trade off error terms within the 
error signal. Algorithms th a t require an initial equalization period can modify their error signal by 
including an error term  of an algorithm suitable for the initial equalization period. In the modified 
error signal, A(n) would select the error term  for initial equalization only if the equalizer output 
lies in the outer regions. This method, which can be applied to  dual-mode algorithms, allows for 
autom atic transfer between error modes.
4.3 R ad iu s-A d ju sted  B lin d  E qualization  A lgorith m s
This section introduces the radius-adjusted blind equalization algorithms RMMA and RMDA, 
presents a tuning m ethod for the algorithms based on radius statistics, and analyzes their steady- 
sta te performance.
4 .3 .1  R ad iu s-A d ju sted  M od ified -M u ltim od u lu s A lgorith m
The radius-adjusted inodified-multimodulus algorithm (RMMA) augments the MMA cost function 
in (3.30) w ith a CME term  and linearly weighs the respective term s based on the radius-adjusted 
approach. The objective is to  decrease the convergence time, while obtaining low steady-state MSE 
and m isadjustm ent. The cost function th a t is minimized by RMMA is defined as
jrmma =  YPx{ n) E  { (y* (n) “  7^ )2 +  3 (y' (n) “  7^ )2} +  (1 “  A(n)) E { p 9  (?/(n))} (4'2)
where p  is a positive integer, f3  is a weighting factor th a t trades off the am plitude and constellation- 
m atched errors and g (y ( n )) is the CME function. A gradient-descent equalizer adjustm ent algorithm 
th a t minimizes J rmma is defined as
w (n +  1) =  w (n) +  p(n)  ( - Vw J rmma) (4.3)
er/T"a(n)
/  ,
=  w (n) +  /r(n )(  (A(n)yfi(n) \yR{n)\p~2 (7^  -  ypR{n)) +  (1 -  A(n))Pr)R {n)}
+  j ( * ( n ) y i ( n )  \yi(n)\v~2 (7m “ Z//(n)) +  i 1 ~ Mn) ) P m ( n))  ) x*(”)
e r m m a ( n )
where r/(n) = t)r (ti) +  is the CME error signal and ermma(n) =  e)jnma(n) +  je™ ma(n) is the
RMMA error signal, which is reduced to  MMA error when A(71) =  1 and to  CME error when
A(n) =  0. The CME error signal is obtained by taking the negative gradient of the CME function
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with respect to  the equalizer tap  coefficients as follows
V(n) = - - ^ - g ( x ) \  , ^ —J ~ g { x ) \  . .. (4.4)
d x  ' x = y R (n)  d x  i x = y i ( n ) '  >
 ̂ J ^ ^ ^
The following class of functions, which was defined for MCMA in (3.42), take a zero value a t symbol 
points:
g { x )  =  1 -  sin29
where q  is a positive integer and d  is the distance between symbol points. This function reaches 
its maximum value of one a t the center point between two adjacent symbols and is zero a t symbol 
points. As the selection of q  increases, the slope of g ( x )  near symbol points becomes sharper. The 
selection of th e  weighting factor /3 for RMMA is chosen similar to  th a t in MCMA. However, with 
respect to  the MMA error as follows
^ l 7?(n ) l m a x <  , ™a x  , , l a (n ) ( 7 2 -  | a ( n ) | 2) + j b ( n ) ( 7 2 -  IK«)|2)|- (4-5)
a ( n ; , o ( n ) 6 s ( n j
The typical values of p  and q  for implementation are ‘2’ and ‘1’, respectively, since they provides 
the best compromise between performance and implementation complexity. This case will be con­
sidered exclusively throughout the remaining sections of this thesis. W ith  this consideration, the 
CME function g ( x )  can be rew ritten as
9(x) = I  ( 1 +  c o s ( 27r^ ) )  (4.6)
which leads to
pin)  =  I  (s in  ( 2 7 ^ )  +  js in  ( 2t t ^ ) )  . (4.7)
The RMMA error signal can then be rew ritten as
e rmma(n )  =  ( \ { n ) y R {n) (7 ^  -  y%(n)) +  (1 -  A(n ) )  (5 Q )  sin ( 27r^ - ^ )
+ 3 ( a ( n)y i (n) (7 ^  -  y](n))  +  (1 -  A(n))/3 Q )  sin ( 27r ^ p ) )  • (4 -8)
During the initial stages of adaptation, MMA updates w ith a large step size will be applied to  
the equalizer taps most of the time, quickly decreasing the MSE. This allows the CME error term  
to  be included at an earlier stage blended with MMA error. The CME error is able to  rapidly
decrease the convergence tim e and MSE since it contains knowledge of the constellation. Once the
MSE has been reduced to  low levels, CME updates with a  small step size will be applied to  the 
equalizer taps most of the time, reducing the steady-state MSE and misadjustm ent. The use of
40
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Figure 4.2: RMMA error signal realization when A(n) £ {0,1}.
fixed decision regions in RMMA serves a similar purpose as the weighting factor in data-dependent 
MCMA [41]. This would suggest th a t the radius-adjusted approach could replace the weighting 
factor in data-dependent MCMA to achieve similar results w ith less complexity.
W hen considering practical implementations of RMMA, as mentioned earlier, the param eters p  
and q are set to  ‘2’ and ‘1’, respectively, while the CME term  (3r)(n) is implemented w ith LUTs. The 
to tal number of arithm etic com putations required to  implement the RMMA error signal in (4.8) 
are 8M  +  6A, where ‘AT and ‘A’ correspond to  the number of real m ultiplications and additions, 
respectively. A more efficient implementation is to  quantize the weighting factor to  A(n) £ {0,1}. 
The effect of this quantization is the RMMA error signal acting as a multiplexer, selecting either 
MMA or CME error during an iteration. This senario reduces the num ber of arithm etic operations 
to  th a t of MMA (4M  +  2A) and CME (LUT), respectively. Thus far the overhead required to 
determine the appropriate region has not been considered. This overhead requires k — 1 comparisons 
for k  regions and 2M  + 3A +  1S Q R T  for the calculation of r(n),  while lS Q R T '  is the square 
root function. However, if the operand precision is sufficient, r2(n) can be used to  calculate the 
region eliminating the need for another LUT or a hardware implementation of the S Q R T  function. 
Therefore, considering these simplifications, the total number of arithm etic calculations required to 
implement the RMMA error signal is 6M  +  5A.
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4 .3 .2  R ad iu s-A d ju sted  M u ltim od u lu s D ecision -D irected  A lgorithm
The radius-adjusted multimodulus decision-directed Algorithm(RMDA) combines the MMA and DD 
cost functions th a t were defined in (3.30) and (3.34), respectively, and linearly weighs the respective 
term s based on the radius-adjusted approach. The objective is to  obtain reliable and autom atic 
transfer to  the  DD mode, while decreasing the convergence tim e and obtaining low steady-state 
MSE and m isadjustinent. The cost function th a t is minimized by RMDA is defined as
jrmda =  YpX { n ) E { {yPR[n) ~  7^ )2 +  j(w ?(n) ~  7^ )2} +  \ (1 “  A(n)) E  { (' (n) “ 2/(n))2} (4'9)
where p  is a positive constant. A gradient-descent equalizer update algorithm  th a t minimizes J rmda 
is defined as
w (n +  1) =  w (n) +  p(n)  ( - V w^rmda) (4-10)
 _______________________
=  w (n) +  n(n)  (  ( \ ( n ) y R(n) \yR(n)\p~2 {~/pM -  ypR(n)) +  (1 -  A(n)) (a(n) -  yR{n))^j
+  J (A(n)y i (n) \yi(n)\p~2 {t pm  -  t f ( n ) )  +  (1 -  A(n)) (b(n) -  y i ( n ) ^  )x* (n )
' « '
e r m d a ( n )
where ermda(ro) =  e™da(n) +  je )mda(n) is the RMMA error signal, which is reduced to  MMA error 
when A(n) =  1 and to  DD error when A(n) =  0.
The typical value of p  for implementation is ‘2’ since it provides the best compromise between 
performance and implementation complexity. This case will be considered exclusively throughout 
the remaining sections of this thesis. W ith this consideration, the RMDA error signal can then be 
rew ritten as
ermda(n) =  (A{n)yR (n) (7 ^  -  yR (n)) +  (1 -  A(n)) (a(n) -  yR (n)))
+  j ( H n ) y i ( n )  ( 7 m  ~  V 2l ( n ) )  +  ( !  ~  H n ) )  ( H n ) -  V i ( . n ) ) )  ■ ( 4 - l l )
Similar to  RMMA, the equalizer taps of RMDA will initially be updated using MMA with a 
large step size most of the time, quickly reducing the MSE. This allows the DD error term  to be 
included a t an earlier stage blended with MMA error. Once the MSE has been reduced to  low levels, 
DD updates w ith a small step size will be used to  obtain low steady-state MSE and misadjustment. 
The RMDA achieves autom atic transfer between MMA and DD modes and can be applied at the 
onset of equalization w ithout an initial equalization period.
The to ta l number of arithm etic computations required to  implement the RMDA error signal 
defined in (4.11) are 8M  +  8A. A more efficient realization is to quantize the weighting factor to
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Figure 4.3: RMDA error signal realization when A(n) £ {0,1}.
A(n) £ {0,1}. The effect of this quantization is the RMDA error signal acting as a multiplexer, 
selecting either MMA or DD error during a given iteration. This senario reduces the number of 
arithm etic operations to  th a t of MMA (4M  +  2A)  and DD (2.4) for a to ta l of 4M  + 4A.  Thus far 
the overhead required to  determine the appropriate region has not been considered. This overhead 
requires an additional k — 1 comparisons for k  regions and 2 M + 1 A  + 1 S Q R T 1 for the calculation of 
r(n ) . However, if the operand precision is sufficient, r 2(n) can be used to  calculate the region elim­
inating the need for another LUT or a hardware implementation of the S Q R T  function. Therefore, 
considering these simplifications, the to ta l number of arithm etic calculations required to  implement 
the RMDA error signal is 6 M  + 5A.  This number is equivalent to  th a t for RMMA. However, RMMA 
requires an additional LUT for the CME error term.
4 .3 .3  S e lection  o f  R egion  P aram eters
A simulation study was performed to relate the radius to different MSE intervals. This was accom­
plished to  justify  the mapping of adaptation regions to  circular regions around an estim ated symbol 
point and to  set guidelines for param eter tuning. The MMA with a  small step size was applied to 
SP1B microwave channels # 1 , 2, 5, 6 , 9, 10, 12, and 13 (refer to  [11]), and the mean and standard 
deviation (S.D.) of r (n )  was calculated for 40 realizations each of 16-QAM, 64-QAM, 256-QAM per 
channel. The results, which have been averaged over all channels and normalized with respect to 
d/2,  are listed in Table 4.1. It can be seen th a t the outer regions of Fig. 4.1(b) can in fact be mapped
1This value differs from that for RMMA since the DD error component of RMDA is incorporated into the r(n) 
calculation, which saves two real additions.
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Table 4.1: S tatistical properties of r(n)  as a function of MSE range.
16-QAM 64-QAM 256-QAM

























































to adaptation  phases w ith high MSE, while the inner regions can in fact be m apped to  phases with 
low MSE. This justifies the assumptions stated  earlier in section 4.2. A t high values of MSE, these 
statistics vary by channel. However, simulation results have indicated th a t as the MSE approaches 
the minimum required for transfer to  the DD algorithm, which is denoted £dDi the statistics are 
independent of channel, SNR, and algorithm. This result can be explained as follows. W hen the 
MSE is above £dDi y(n ) is inaccurate and therefore s(n)  is unreliable, which leads to  high mean and 
standard deviation of r(n).  However, when the MSE is below £ddi the accuracy of y(n)  is improved 
and the reliability of s(n)  is within th a t required for convergence of the DD algorithm. In this mode 
of operation r 2(n) approxim ates the MSE, which is equivalent to  the expected value of the squared 
error across the sheer. This essentially makes r(n)  a function of MSE, which is dependent upon the 
constellation.
The m ean and standard  range of r(n)  are plotted in Fig. 4.4 for 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM 
using the statistics listed in Table 4.1. These figures can be used to  obtain relative performance 
measures by extracting d a ta  from several intersecting lines. The minimum, maximum, and mean 
values of r(n)  are denoted |r-(n)|mjn, |r(n)|max, and |r(n)|ave, respectively, where |r(n)|mjn < r(n) < 
k (n )lmax is the standard  range. The horizontal line A \ A 2 represents £dd> which is approximately 
-11.19dB, -17.40dB, and -23.5dB for 16-QAM, 64-QAM and 256-QAM, respectively [IT] [8]. The 
vertical line B i B 2 is formed by the intersection of line A i A 2 w ith |r(n)|mjn, while C\ C 2 is formed by 
the intersection of line A \ A 2 w ith r (n )javc. The outerm ost boundary for inclusion of constellation 
specific errors corresponds to  point C, which is the intersection of lines A 1A 2 and G\ C2. This hard 
limit is approxim ately 2 /3  for 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM. If constellation specific errors are 
included in regions above point C, the convergence tim e will increase and divergence may occur 
since |r(n)|ave will be in regions whose MSE is greater than  £dd- The maximum step size, which
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Table 4.2: Param eter selection guidelines for RMMA and RMDA.
Region Limits /i{n) A(n)
1 r(n) > 1 1
2 I  <  r(n)  <  1 ^ m a x /^m / 2 1
3 I  ^  r ( n ) < f Mm 0 < A(n) <  1
4 I  < r(n)  <  3 Mm 0
5 r{n) < A MM /  ̂ max 0
corresponds to  the n{n)  in the outerm ost decision region, can be determined as follows
M m ax — ^ m a x R M  — ^ 1  d" j' (4 * 1 2 )
where jlm is the step size for MMA. The expression for a max was obtained by relating £dd to  the 
rate a t which |r (n ) |av<, decreases with respect to  MSE, which can be seen to  approxim ate f ( x )  =  q /x  
where q is a positive constellation-specific constant. A model of 1 + k /£ d d  was applied to  a max, which 
decreases /xmax for increasing constellations orders. The constant k was determined by solving a max 
for the R-max determ ined experimentally for 16-QAM th a t provided desirable transient responses. 
Subsequently, it was verified th a t similar transient responses were obtained with a max defined in 
(4.12) when applied to  larger constellations.
Guidelines for param eter selection are given in Table 4.2, which are based on five regions to  
allow greater flexibility and smooth transitions between errors and step sizes. Experimental results 
have indicated th a t defining three to  five regions is sufficient and the performance enhancement of 
anything above five regions is marginal. Regions 1 — 2 represent adaptation phases above (dDi while 
regions 3 — 5 represent phases th a t are a t or below £DD. Consequently, A(n) is fixed at ’1’ in regions 
1 — 2, while A(n) is fixed at ’0’ in regions 4 - 5 .  However, A(n) is a fixed interm ediate value in the 
range 0 < A(n) <  1 in region 3, whose limits corresponds to  ‘x ’ in Fig. 4.4. This is to  allow smooth 
transition between the error term s within the respective error signals. However, as mentioned in 
sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, A(n) can also be quantized to  A(n) 6  {0,1} in this region to  produce a 
more efficient implementation. Simulation results have shown th a t p in)  controls the initial rate of 
convergence as well as the convergence tim e and misadjustment. The selection of p(n) in regions 
1 — 2 controls the initial rate  of convergence, while p,{n ) in regions 4 — 5 controls the misadjustment 
and convergence time. In general, fi(n) can vary by region as a factor of « max and jim as indicated 
by Table 4.2. This reduces the selection of region param eters to  two quantities; A(n) for region 
3 and a max. Simulation results have shown th a t this m ethod of varying p(n)  works well for most 
channels. However, for some channels, increased performance may be obtained by manually tuning 
fi(n) in regions 2 and 4.
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(c) Statistical properties for 256-QAM.
Figure 4.4: S tatistical properties of r (n ) plotted as a function of MSE range.
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4 .3 .4  S tea d y -S ta te  Perform ance
In this section the steady-state performance of RMMA and RMDA is analyzed based on a funda­
mental energy-preserving relation, which was first exploited in [60], [58] and [51] during studies on 
the robustness and l2-stability of adaptive filters. This relation will be derived using an approach 
similar as [51] and will then  be applied to  analyze the steady-state performance of RMMA and 
RMDA.
Consider the following general stochastic gradient descent algorithm:
w (n) =  w (n  -  1) +  |ie ,(n)x*(n) (4-13)
where e,(n) denotes an instantaneous error signal and x(n)  is a nonzero regressor vector of equalizer 
input samples. Subtracting the optim al weight vector w D from both  sides of (4.13), the following 
weight vector is obtained:
A w (n) =  A w (n -  1) -  Jtei(n)x*(n) (4-14)
where A w (n) =  w Q — w (n). Defining the a priori  estim ation error as ea(n) =  xT (n)A w (n) and
the a posteriori estim ation error as ep(n) =  x T (n)A w (n  — 1), and then  multiplying by x T (n), the
weight error vector of (4.14) can be rewritten as
eP(n) =  e0 (n) -  /i ||x (n ) |||e i(n ) . (4.15)
Solving for ej (n) leads to
Substituting (4.16) into (4.14) and rearranging leads to  the following equality:
Aw(n) + ||x(l)l|iea(n) = Aw(n “  1} + I ^ U frO- (4'17)
The fundam ental energy relation is obtained by replacing the term s in (4.17) w ith their respective 
energies as follows
||A w (n )||!  +  jl(n)\ea(n)\2 =  ||A w (n -  1)||1 +  p{n)\ep{n)\2 (4.18)
where p,(n) =  l / | |x ( n ) | | | .  The relation in (4.18) is derived without any approximations and estab­
lishes th a t th e  mapping from |A w ( n  — 1), yjjl(n)ep(n)'^ to  the variables |  A w (n), \ / / i(n )e a ( n ) |  is 
energy preserving.
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The steady-state MSE of blind stochastic gradient descent algorithms is given by
£ss =  lim E l \ y ( n )  -  s(n  — <5)eJ0|2)  =  lim E  { |ea (n )|2} (4-19)
n —*■ o o  I  J n —* o o  I, )
where e^e is an arbitrary  carrier phase offset tha t is unavoidable for equalizers adapted with blind 
algorithms. The right most side of (4.19) is obtained by noting th a t x T(n)A w (n) =  s ( n —&)e]B- y ( n )  
and eQ(n) =  x T(n)A w (n). Taking the expected value of (4.18) and noting th a t E  { | AwH2 } =  
E  { ||A w (n  — 1)|||}  in steady-state operation, leads to  the following equality:
E  {p,{n)\ea{n)\2} =  E  {p,(n)\ep(n)\2} . (4.20)
Substituting (4.15) for ep(n), the equality in (4.20) is expanded to
E \ p ( n )  |e a ( n ) | 2 j  =  E  |eQ(n)|2} -  {e*(n)e;(n) +  ea(n)et*(n)} +  r 2E  { ||x (n ) ||| |ei(n)|2}
T 1  T 2
(4.21)
which implies th a t the term s T1 and T 2 are equivalent. Therefore, an approxim ate expression for 
E  { |e„(n) |2} can be obtained by evaluating T1 =  T 2. The analysis th a t follows for RMMA and 
RMDA is based on the following two assumptions in steady-state operation as per [51]:
1. The transm itted  signal s(n)  and the estimation error ea(n) are independent in steady-state 
so th a t E  {s(n)ea(n)}  =  0 since s(n) is assumed zero mean. Furtherm ore, this implies th a t 
E  { sR (n)ea<R(n)} = 0, E  {sj{n)ea R̂ {n)} =  0, E  {sR{n)eaj ( n ) }  =  0, a n d £ { s /(n )e „ ,;(n )}  =  0, 
since it is assumed th a t sR(n) and sj (n)  have the same statistics, while s(n) is rewritten
as s(n)  =  sR (n) +  j s i (n )  to  simplify the notation where s R(n) =  a(n)  and s/(n )  =  6(n),
respectively.
2. The scaled regressor energy /j2 ||x(rz) H2 is independent of y(n)  in steady-state.
The first assumption requires th a t the estimation error ea(n) of the equalizer is insensitive to the 
actual transm itted  symbols. This is a common assumption for steady-state analysis [29], The 
second assumption requires th a t the scaled regressor energy of the input vector to  be independent of 
the equalizer ou tpu t. This assumption becomes realistic for equalizers w ith long filter lengths and 
sufficiently small step sizes [51] as p 2 ||x (n )||2 will tend to  a constant and can, therefore, be assumed 
to  be independent of y{n).
S tea d y -S ta te  A n a lysis  o f  R M M A
The steady-state analysis of RMMA to  follow considers the RMMA error signal which was defined 
in (4.8). Prior to  the evaluation of (4.21) for RMMA, it is necessary to  com pute the Taylor series
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expansion of g(x)  around the point s(n).  The general expression for the Taylor series expansion 
around point ‘a ’ is given by
=  { / ( “ )} (4-22)
1 = 0
= / ( a )  + |  {/(a)} ^  + £  { /(a )}  ^  + -  + £  i f  (a)} ^
Noting th a t cos (2nx/d)  =  —1 and sin (2nx/d)  =  0 for all x  £  {sm}^f=1 for M - QAM constellations, 
the value of g(x)  and its first four derivatives are given as follows
9ix) = \  (x + cos (2?r̂ )) = 0
d . . 7T . /  X  \
- 5(x) =  - - s 1n ( 2 7r - j = 0
^ ( . ) = - 2© 2cosM ) = - 2(5 )a
dx3
g(x) = 22 Q ) 3 s in ( 2 ^ ) = 0
rp(x)  =  23 g ) 4 c o s ( 2 ^ ) = 8 Q ) 4 .
dx4"
If the higher order term s are ignored and substituting ‘x  —> y (n ) ’, the Taylor series expansion of 
g(y(n))  around s(n) can be approxim ated as
g(y{n))  w -  Q )  (y(n) -  s(n))2 . (4.23)
Based on the Taylor series expansion of g{y{n)),  the CME term  7/ ( 71) can be rew ritten as
>?(«)« 2 Q )  ( ( y R ( n ) - s R( n ) ) + j { y I { n ) - s I {n))) =  2 Q )  (y{n) -  s ( n ) ) . (4.24)
Substituting (4.24) into (4.8), the RMMA error signal can be rew ritten as
ermma(n) =  \ { n ) y R(n) (7 2M -  y \ { n ) )  + a{n)  (yR(n) -  s R(n)) (4.25)
+  3 (A(n)yj(n) (7m “  ?//(«)) +  ( y / M  -  S/(n)))
where a (n )  =  2 (1 — A(n)) /? ( 5 ) 2- Furthermore, by replacing yR(n) and yi{n)  w ith sR(n) +  eatR(n) 
and si (n)  +  eaj ( n ) .  respectively, the RMMA error signal of (4.25) can expanded to
ermma(n) =  A(n) (sR (n) +  e0jR(n)) (7 2M -  s2R{n) -  2sR (n)ea,R(n) -  e2a R (n)) + a(n)ea<R(n) (4.26) 
+  3 (A(n) (s/ (n)  +  ea,/(n)) (72M -  s]{n) -  2 s/(n )ea,/(n ) -  e2a I {n)) +  a (n )e 0,/(n )) .
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By substituting e;(n) w ith ermma(n), the term s T 1 and T2  in (4.21) can be computed as follows
T1 =  f iE  {e*ej +  eae*} (4.27)
=  2n E  |  (Xtm + a)  |ea |2} +  2 ^ 2ME  (A (e^s +  eas*)}
-  2piE {A ( s \ e a<R +  s?eQ,/ 4- e\  R +  e ^ ) } -  6p,E {A (s2Re2ayR +  sRe3aR  + s]e2a l  +  S le3a I ) }
T2  =  p?E  { | |x | | |  |e , |2} (4.28)
=  H2E  { \ \ x \ \ W }  ■ E  { |ea |2} +  2n2-y2ME  {\\x.\\lot\} ■ E { \ea\2} -  2 ^ 1 2ME  {A2 | |x ||| (s% +  s^)}
+  ju2E  { A 2 ||x | | |  (s% +  s ? )} +  h 27 m E  { A 2 ||x ||2 |s |2 } +  r 2T m E  {A 2 ||x ||2 } • E  [ |e a |2|
-  6fi2E  { ||x|||Ao; {sRel R + s2Re2a R + s j e l j  + S le3a I ) }  + 2fx2-y2ME  { \ \x \ \ l \a  (s*ea + e*as)}
-  2fi2E  { ||x ||2Aa (s?ea,/ +  s3ReR + e ^ R +  e4a I ) } -  2fj,2-y2M E  {A2 ||x ||2 (e*yI +  e4a R ) }
+  6H2E  { A 2 | |x | | 2 (sfea ,7 +  s / e ^  +  s5Rea,R +  s Re5a R) } +  y ?E  { A 2 ||x | |1  (e6a R +  e ^ ) }
+  15fi2E  {A2 | |x || | (s Rel  R + s2Re* R + s]e2aj  +  s2e „ /)  } +  20jt2E  {A2 | |x ||| (sRel  R +  s2e2 /)}
-  12 / '27m - E { A 2 | | x |^  ( 4 ea,i? +  s/ ea,/)}  + 2/i27 M-E {A2 ||x ||2 (s*ea +  e ;s)}
-  8 /j27 2me  {A 2 | |x | | 2 ( s \ e ayR +  S le3a I +  sRe3a R + s3ea iI ) }
where the tim e references have been om itted to  improve the readability. Applying the assumptions 
stated  earlier and neglecting the high order term s of eQ, T 1 and T2  can be approxim ated as follows
T1 «  £  { (A7^  + a j }  E  { |ea |2} (4.29)
T2  «  h2E  { ||x ||^q2} E  { |ea |2} +  2n2-y2ME  { ||x |||aA }  E { |ea |2} -  2\i 2T2m E  {A2 ||x ||i ( 4  +  s?)}
+  P2E  {A2 | |x || | ( 4  +  s?) } +  i ^ i t i E  {A2 ||x |[ ||s |2} +  H2Tm E  {A2 | |x |||}  E  | | e a |2} . (4.30)
The steady-state MSE for RMMA, denoted £™ma, is obtained by equating T1 and T2, which results 
in the following expression for the steady-state MSE for RMMA:
,-rm m a  p  f | .  |2 1 _ . E  {A2 } E  { (S% +  sf -  2 7 ^  (S% +  s j )  +  l«|2) }
Css = E i  |ea | |  w —   . (4.31)
£  + i 2v „ »
Several im portant observations can be drawn from (4.31), which characterize the steady-state 
performance of RMMA. W hen the step size p. is sufficiently small, the first term  in the denominator 
is much larger than  the  second term . If the second term  is neglected, the steady-state MSE of 
RMMA is proportional to  the step size p  and the variance of the regressor vector of equalizer input 
samples E  { ||x ||2}, which is similar to  both  LMS and CMA [51]. In addition, the steady-state MSE 
of RMMA is proportional to  E  {A2}. This means th a t for nonconstant modulus signals, such as for
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QAM signals, as E  {A2} —» 0 (i.e. when the RMMA equalizer update is dom inated by the CME 
error signal), the steady-state MSE of RMMA will tend towards zero in the absence of noise. While 
this is tru e  for LMS, this is not true for CM A since the CM A equalizer update is non-zero for all 
y ( n ) € {sy„}m=i for M-QAM  constellations.
S tea d y -S ta te  A n a lysis  o f  R M D A
The steady-state analysis of RMDA to follow considers the RMDA error signal which was defined in 
(4.11). By replacing yR(n)  and y j (n ) w ith sR(n) + ea,R and s j(n)  + ea,i(n), respectively, the RMDA 
error signal of can expanded as
ermda(n) =  A(n) (sR (n) + eaiR{n)) (j 2 m -  s2R(n) -  2sR (n)ea<R(n) -  e2a R {n)) -  p{n)ea,R{n) (4.32) 
+  3 (A(n) (s j(n ) +  ea,i(n)) (t 2 m -  s j (n)  -  2sI {n)ea J (n) -  e2a I (n)) -  p(n)ea J (n))
where p{n) =  (1 -  A(n)). Substituting e,(n) with ermma(n), the term s T1 and T2 in (4.21) can be 
computed as follows
T1 =  p E  {e*ej +  eae* } (4.33)
=  2p E  |  (At 2 m ~  P) |ea |2} +  Zp Tm E  {A (e^s +  eas*)}
-  2p E  {A (s \ e a<R +  s]ea<1 +  e ^ R + e4a<1) } -  6p E  {A (s2Re2a R + s Rel R +  s j e2j  +  s / e ^ ) }
T2 = p 2E { M 2 \ei \2)  (4.34)
= p 2E  {\\x\\lp2} ■E { \ea\2} - 2 p 2'f2ME{\ \x \ \2p \ } - E { \ e a\2} -  2p2-y2ME  {A2 | |x ||| (4 +  4 }
+  P2E  {A2 | |x ||2 ( 4  +  s '})} +  p 2Tm E  {A2 | |x | |2 | s |2 } +  p 2T4ME  {A2 | |x |||}  • E  | | e a |2}
+  6p 2E  { ||x||lA p (sRe3a]R + s2Re l iR +  s je2aJ + S le3a<1) } -  2p2j 2ME  { ||x |||A p (s*ea +  e*as) }
+  2p2E  { ||x |||A p (s?ea,/  +  s \ e R +  e4iR +  e4a I ) } -  2p2-y2ME  {A2 | |x || | (e4a I  + e4a%R) }
+  6p 2E  {A2 | |x | |2 ( s f e a j  + S le5aJ  +  s5Rea,R + sRe l <R) } +  p 2E  {A2 | |x || | (e%R +  e®i7) }
+  15p 2E  {A2 | |x || | (4 e a .f i  +  s2Re4a R + s j e2a I + s je4a I ) } +  20p 2E  {A2 | |x ||2 (s3Re3 R + s j e l j )}
-  W ^ T m E  {A2 ||x ||l  (4 e a .f i  +  s j e2tI) }  + 2p2T4ME  {A2 ||x ||| (s*ea +  e » }
-  8p 2T2ME  {A2 | | x | | |  (4ea,fi + s j e3a I + sRe3a R + s]ea J ) }
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where the tim e references have been om itted to  improve the readability. Applying the assumptions 
stated  earlier and neglecting the high order term s of ea, T 1 and T 2 can be approxim ated as follows
r i « £ { ( A 7^ - p ) } £ ; { | e a |2} (4.35)
T2 «  fi2E  {\\x\\lp2} E { \ e a\2} -  2p2T2ME  { ||x ||2pA} E  { |ea |2} -  2p2^ 2ME  {A2 | |x ||2 ( 4  +  s?) }
+ p 2E {  A2 ||x||1 (4 + »?)} +  {A2 ||x ||2|S|2} +  p 2^ ME  {A2 ||x ||2} £  { |eQ|2} . (4.36)
The steady-state MSE for RMDA, denoted £™da, is obtained by equating T1 and T2, which results 
in the following expression for the steady-state MSE for RMDA:
. rmda p  r, ,21 . . -E{A2} ^ { ( s 6R +  Sf - 2 72/ ( 4  +  4 ) + 7^ | S|2)}
Sss 2 EUX-12 - o i l  '
Several im portant observations can be drawn from (4.37), which characterize the steady-state 
performance of RMDA. W hen the step size p  is sufficiently small, the first term  in the denominator 
is much larger than  the second term. If the second term  is neglected, the steady-state MSE of 
RMDA is proportional to  the step size p  and the variance of the regressor vector of equalizer input 
samples E  {H x^} , which is similar to  both  LMS and CMA [51]. In addition, the steady-state MSE 
of RMDA is proportional to  E  {A2}. This means th a t for nonconstant modulus signals, such as 
for QAM signals, as E  {A2} —> 0 (i.e. when the RMDA equalizer update is dominated by the DD 
error signal), the steady-state MSE of RMDA will tend towards zero in the absence of noise. While 
this is true  for LMS, this is not true for CMA since the CMA equalizer update is non-zero for all 
y(n)  e  {sm)*f=1 for M - QAM constellations.
4 .4  E xten sion  to  C om putationally-E fficient M eth od s
This section extends the radius-adjusted approach discussed in 4.2 to  a computationally-efficient 
m ethod which has been term ed the selective update method. This m ethod employs a  “stop-and-go” 
strategy based on the equalizer output radius to  selectively update the equalizer tap  coefficients.
4.4 .1  S e lective  U p d a te  M eth od
The adaptation criteria employed by the selective update m ethod is a “stop-and-go” strategy based 
on the equalizer ou tput radius r(n).  The equalizer tap  coefficients are only adjusted during iterations 
when r{n) > rs ,  where r$  is a constant bound. The adaptation is controlled by the flag £(n), which 
results in the following equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm for the selective update method:
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  p£(n)e(n)x* (n) (4.38)
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where e(n)  is the error signal of the respective algorithm. The flag C(n) is defined as
!1, if r(n) > r s (4.39)0 , otherwise
where d  is the distance between symbol points in the QAM constellation and r s  = a.sd/2, while 
is the selective update param eter. This param eter is to  be chosen between the following limits:
2
2 u T m ax|^e(n)x*(rz)| < a s  < -  (4.40)
'_____________  ' 3
v
where ip is the maximum adjustm ent error th a t can occur when the equalizer ou tpu t is a constellation 
point (i.e. when y(n)  €  {*'m}m=i for an M-QAM  constellation). The maximum adjustm ent error 
for bo th  CMA and MMA equalizers occurs when y(n)  =  (%/M -  l)d /\ /2 ,  where M  > 16. W hen the
equalizer is in steady-state operation, the expected equalizer tap  update is as follows
E { w ( n  +  1)} =  £ { w ( n ) }  +  p  E{e( n) x* ( n ) }  . (4-41)
a d j u s t m e n t = 0
Although the adjustm ent portion of the equalizer tap  update has a zero mean, it has a non-zero 
variance. W hen statistical mean algorithms are employed, such GSA, CMA and MMA, the ad­
justm ent error remains large in steady-state operation. This accentuates the “bottom  of the bowl” 
scenario of classical gradient search methods, where the equalizer tap  coefficients bounce around the 
optim al solution. These fluctuations increase the steady-state MSE thereby increasing the excess 
MSE (EMSE), which is the difference between the steady-state MSE and the MMSE, which was 
defined in (3.11). The upper limit of a s  in (4.40) corresponds to  the minimum level of MSE required 
for transfer to  the DD algorithm (i.e. £ d d ) [8] [17], while the lower limit corresponds to  twice the 
maximum adjustm ent error. At the uppermost limit, the number of equalizer tap  updates will be 
minimized a t the expense of a  high steady-state MSE. At the lowermost limit, the steady-state MSE 
will be equivalent or better than  the original w ith slightly fewer updates. W hen selecting a s , it
is im portant to  note th a t when the MSE level is below £d d , the steady-state MSE for the original
algorithm, denoted 6 s ,  can be approxim ated as the expected squared-error across the sheer:
6 s «  £ { | s ( n )  -  y ( n ) | 2 j  =  E  {r 2(n)} . (4.42)
The relationship between the steady-state MSE for the selective update method, denoted and
£ss is as follows
< 6 s, if 6 s <  r% and r |  >  6 s
>  6 s ,  if 6 s  < r% and r |  »  6 s  • (4-43)
=  6 s ,  if 6 s  »  r2s
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Table 4.3: A rithm etic operations for the equalizer tap  adjustm ent for a single FIR  filter for the 
selective update m ethods (p =  2~n ).
M ethod Multiplications Additions Barrel Shifts U pdate Percentage
Selective U pdate N N 1 (0 , 1)
Modified Selective U pdate 0 N N +  1 (0 , 1)
This can be explained as follows: if r |  > £ss, then r |  >  E  { r(n )2}, which will cause a significant 
reduction in equalizer tap  updates. This can effect constructively or destructively, depending 
on the selection of r s  (i.e. as)-  If r |  2> £ss, the steady-state MSE will approach r 2s  since the 
equalizer tap  coefficients will only be updated once is degraded. However, as r |  —> £ss, the 
will decrease to  the point where <  £ss. At first this may seem counterintuitive, however, recall 
the concept of adjustm ent error introduced by the equalizer tap  update. Halting adaptation when 
the equalizer ou tpu t is near symbol points can mitigate the unnecessary equalizer tap  updates th a t 
cause the EMSE to  increase. If r |  < £ss, then r 2s  <  E  { r2(n)}, which will cause frequent equalizer 
tap  adjustm ents and performance will be near th a t of the original.
A t the onset of equalization the equalizer output will be a random  i.i.d. value, which will result 
in the following equalizer update probability:
p r [ u p d a t e] =  g . - y 2 ) 2 *  =  1 _  a l *  ( 4  4 4 )
This probability decreases as the equalizer adapts and reaches a minimum when the equalizer is in 
steady-state operation. During the initial stages of adaptation, E  (r(n )}  2 > rg  causing the equalizer 
taps to  be updated frequently. This allows the respective algorithm to  m aintain its transient char­
acteristics. As the E  { r(n )2} —> £ss V E  {r(n)}  —> rs ,  the equalizer is in steady-state operation and 
the number of equalizer tap  updates will be a t a minimum. If the channel should experience sudden 
changes, the MSE will increase and the process will repeat.
The com putational requirements for the selective update m ethod are specified in Table 4.3. 
There are no reductions in the hardware resources needed for implementation. However, there is 
a reduction in the update frequency which enables efficient use of processor capacity and reduces 
power consumption.
4.4 .2  M odified  S e lective  U p d a te  M eth od
While the original selective update m ethod enables efficient use of processor capacity and reduces 
power consumption, there is no reduction in the hardware resources needed for implementation. 
This could be overcome by the application of several of the efficient m ethods discussed in section
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3.7. The m ethod considered here is the power-of-two error signal m ethod, which was discussed in 
section 3.7.2. The equalizer tap  adjustm ent algorithm for the modified selective update method is 
defined as
w (n  +  1) =  w (n) +  f i ( (n)Q2 {e(n)} x*(n) (4.45)
where Q2 {•} is the power-of-two quantizer defined in (3.56), e(n) is the error signal of the respective 
algorithm, and C(n) is the selective update flag defined in (4.39).
The com putational requirements for the modified selective update m ethod are specified in Ta­
ble 4.3. If a power-of-two step size is applied, the modification of the error signal eliminates the 
multiplications for the equalizer tap  update. These multiplications are replaced by shift and add 
operations, which significantly reduces the implementation area. The expected consequence of this 
modification is a slight increase in the convergence time.
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Chapter 5
Simulations
5.1 In trod u ction
This chapter presents simulation studies of both  new and existing adaptive algorithms th a t are ap­
plied for blind equalization. The chapter begins with a discussion on the selection of the equalizer 
filter length and continues with evaluation metrics th a t are applied to  quantify the simulation re­
sults. These include quantitative measures of the ISI, MSE, and misadjustm ent. Channel models 
are described for microwave radio, cable, and fading wireless channels. Empirically derived models 
are used for microwave radio and cable channels, while Ricean channel models are used for fad­
ing mobile radio channels. Simulation results are presented for the  blind equalization algorithms: 
GSA, CMA, and MMA, which is followed by results for the radius-adjusted blind equalization al­
gorithms: RMMA and RMDA. Lastly, comparative studies are presented which compare the new 
radius-adjusted algorithms to  related hybrid algorithms and the selective update m ethod to  related 
computationally-efBcient methods.
5.2 E qualizer L ength  Selection
Although, there is no general solution, the selection of the equalizer length depends on the type of 
channel and the sample ra te  relative to  the transm itted bandwidth [75]. In practice, there are two 
common approaches to  select the equalizer length:
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1. Build a prototype of the equalizer and test it against a variety of actual channels.
2. Apply rules of thum b th a t seem intuitively reasonable.
The equalizer prototype of the first m ethod can be built using software models and tested using the 
impulse response of the targeted channels. The equalizer filter length is initially set to  a minimum 
value and the equalizer performance is measured for increasing values of the filter length. Once the 
required steady-state MSE has been achieved or when there is no longer a gain in performance, the 
last value which resulted in a performance gain is selected for the filter length. This experimental 
approach has been the main m ethod applied for choosing the equalizer filter length in this thesis. 
The rules of thum b m ethods th a t will be discussed for determining the equalizer length are the 
the two ray truncated  channel inverse method of [75] and the multiple of the channel delay spread 
method. A th ird  m ethod for T /2-spaced equalizers was suggested by Tong et al. in [74], This 
method sta ted  th a t in the absence of channel noise and under a specific set of conditions, there is 
an exact solution for the equalizer length which is equivalent to  the length of the channel.
The first rule of thum b considers a propagation channel th a t can be adequately modeled with 
two rays: a main signal and a scaled version th a t is delayed by r  seconds. The two ray channel 
model is defined as
c(t) =  5(t) + a8(t  -  t )  (5.1)
where 5(t) is the Kronecker delta function which is ‘1’ for t  =  0 and ‘0’ for t /  0. The desired 
equalizer is the channel inverse c _ 1(t), which is given by
w (t) =  5(t) — a5(t  — t )  + a 2S(t — 2r )  — a s5(t — 3r )  +  . . .  +  (—l ) na n<5(f — n r)  (5.2)
where w (f) has an infinite number of terms as n  —> oo. For a filter with a finite number of taps, 
the unequalized term s of (5.2) contribute to  the additive white Gaussian noise seen a t the input of 
the equalizer. The energy of these unequalized term s is bounded by the first unequalized term  as 
|a |® +1, where Q is the index of the final equalized term . Given the input signal constellation and 
the m agnitude of a,  the minimum value of Q can be obtained, which leads to  the minimum equalizer 
tim e length of r w =  QmmT. The number of taps which correspond to  rw for a T /2-spaced equalizer 
is defined as
L  =  2 f kQminr  (5.3)
where /*, is the input signal sampling rate. In [75], the values of Qmln are given for various QPSK 
and QAM signals for different values of a.
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The second rule of thum b determines the equalizer length as a multiple of the delay spread of 
the channel. Typically, the length of a  T /2-spaced equalizer is chosen to  be 3<tt  [75] [76], where aT 
is the RMS delay spread of the channel. According to  [56], aT is defined as
aT =  \ j  t 2 +  ( r )2 (5.4)
where f  and r 2 are the first and second moments of the power delay profile (PD P), respectively. 
The PD P is the set of delayed input signals th a t corresponds to  a single sent symbol, which begins 
a t tim e r  =  0 when the first version of the input signal is received. The first moment of the PD P is 
known as the mean excess delay and is defined as
; _  E k p (Tk ) Tk
Efc p (jk)
where P  (i>) is the  input signal power a t tim e t*,. The second moment of the P D P is defined as
(5.5)
'LkP iTk)Ti
2-  (5.6)E k P (Tk)
Therefore, using (5.4), the equalizer length for a T/2-spaced equalizer is defined as
L  =  3 • 2 f kaT (5.7)
where f k  is the sampling frequency of the input signal.
5.3 E valuation  M etrics
The evaluation metrics th a t are defined in this section are extensively used to  quantify the perfor­
mance of adaptive filters and more specifically, adaptive equalizers.
The first two performance metrics th a t will be introduced quantify the maximum distortion 
(MD) and ISI. These measures indicated the proximity of the equalizer to  the desired solution, 
where values near zero indicate near optim al solutions while values much greater than  zero indicate 
poor solutions. The MD measure is defined as
M = ElhMI-maxlhWI (5 .8)
m ax |h (n ) |
where h (n ) is the combined T-spaced channel-equalizer impulse response which was defined in (3.5). 
This metric is also known as the “peak distortion” [32], The ISI measure is defined as
I S I ( n ) = E |h ( n ) |2 ; " " ; J h (n ) |2 . (5.9)
max |h (n ) |2
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where the ISI simply squares each of the term s in (5.8). The MSE is the most common method 
applied to  quantify the performance of an adaptive filter. The MSE is defined as
=  j r  ^  “  s(n ~ ^ e je |2 ~  _  (5-10)
R  N r  R  N r
where N r  is the to ta l number of realizations, s(n  — 6) is the transm itted  symbol delayed by 6, and 
e?e is an arbitrary  phase offset. After convergence, the MSE is equivalent to  the squared error across 
the sheer as indicated a t the right of (5.10). For accurate results1, the number of realizations should 
be N r  > 100. However, using a large number of realizations to calculate the MSE is not always 
practical. An estim ate of the MSE can be obtained by averaging the instantaneous squared error 
across the slicer of a single realization. The estim ated MSE, denoted £, is defined as
n + N B i n + N s
= w  E  I - s(*'-5y e\2 !»(*)-swi2 (5.1.1)
i= n  i= n
where N r  is the size of the d a ta  block. Once again, after convergence, the estim ated MSE is 
equivalent to  the squared error across the slicer as indicated at the right of (5.11). As the block size 
is increased, the MSE curve becomes smoother while its accuracy decreases. The block size chosen 
is typically in the range 100 <  N r  < 250. This m ethod is only appropriate as an initial performance 
estim ate of an algorithm and is not suitable for analysis of the algorithms convergence, transient, 
and steady-state behaviors. A related measure is misadjustment, which is the  ratio between the 
steady-state MSE, £ss, and the MMSE, £mjn. The m isadjustm ent is defined as
M C e x c e s s  |£ s s  “  £ m i n |  ,=  -7---= ----- 7- (5-12)
S m i n  s m i n
where Excess is the EMSE and £min was defined in (3.11). Finally, the symbol error rate (SER) is 
the average number of symbol errors after convergence. The SER is defined as
SER =  (s (n  “  6) ±  l (n )) (5.1.3)
n
where N s  is the num ber of samples while s(n)  is the symbol estim ate of the phase corrected equalizer 
output.
There are several qualitative m ethods th a t can be used to  determine an equalizers performance. 
These include visual inspection of the equalizer ou tput constellation after convergence, the equalizer 
ou tput modulus, and eye-diagrams [32] [54]. Both quantitative and qualitative m ethods will be 
considered to  determ ine the equalizer performance.
1 Quoted in discussions with Dr. Khaled Mayyas, who is an active researcher in the field of adaptive filtering.
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Table 5.1: Microwave radio channel models used for simulations.
Channel SPIB Database Designator Taps Frequency MD
MRC-01 1 300 30 M baud 0.9418
MRC-02 2 230 22.5 M baud 0.7751
MRC-03 4 300 30 M baud 1.3698
MRC-04 5 206 22.5 M baud 1.3061
MRC-05 6 300 30 M baud 0.4114
MRC-06 8 300 30 M baud 0.5224
MRC-07 9 300 30 M baud 0.6090
MRC-08 10 300 30 M baud 0.9357
MRC-09 11 300 30 M baud 1.8595
MRC-10 12 227 22.5 M baud 0.9463
MRC-11 13 200 22.5 M baud 0.8077
5.4 C hannel M odels
The channel models described in this section are empirically-derived T/2-spaced impulse responses 
of microwave radio and cable channels and Ricean fading channel model. A simulation model for 
both m ultitap Rayleigh and Ricean fading channels is developed based on the “sum of sinusoids” 
method of Jakes’ simulator.
5.4.1 M icrow ave R ad io  C hannel M odels
The microwave radio channels considered are those models which reside a t the signal processing 
information base (SPIB) a t Rice University (refer to  [11]). These models are the complex-valued 
baseband impulse response of empirically measured T / 2-spaced microwave radio signals courtesy 
of Applied Signal Technologies, Sunnyvale, CA. They were extracted from the processing of field 
measurements of long QSPK and QAM sequences and are over 200 samples in length. In Table 5.1, 
the microwave channels used for simulations are listed along w ith their database designator, number 
of taps, baud frequency, and MD measure. The MD has been calculated using the odd samples of 
the T /2-spaced impulse response. The channel dynamics for a  decimated version of MRC-02 are 
illustrated in Fig. 5.1. This version was derived by linear decimation of the  F F T  of the full length 
T/2-spaced impulse response of MRC-02. These channels are representative of digital terrestrial 
channels th a t are used for HDTV transmission.
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T
6 8 10 
C h an n el T ap s (T /2 )








-1 .5 -0 .5 0.5-1 .5 -0 .5 0.5 .5
R eal R eal
(b) T/2-spaced roots. (c) Subchannel roots.
Figure 5.1: Channel MRC-02 Dynamics.
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Table 5.2: Cable channel models used for simulations.
Channel SPIB Database Designator Mean Distortion
CC-01 1 1.9927
CC-02 2 1.4370
5 .4 .2  C ab le C hannel M odels
The cable channels considered are the T /2-spaced cable channel models th a t reside a t the signal 
processing information base (SPIB) a t Rice university (refer to  [11]). The baseband cable channel 
impulse responses are modelled by 128 complex taps th a t were extracted from received cable channel 
data  streams. In  Table 5.2, the cable channels used for simulations are listed along with their 
database designator and MD measure. The MD has been calculated using the odd samples of the 
T /2-spaced impulse response. The channel dynamics for a decimated version of CC-02 are illustrated 
in Fig. 5.2. This version was derived by linear decimation of the F F T  of the full length T/2-spaced 
impulse response of CC-02. These channels are representative of the coaxial channels used for DVB-C 
and DOCSIS cable modems. These standards apply to  bo th  CATV and cable internet.
5 .4 .3  Fading C hannel M odels
The fading models for mobile radio considered are the m ultitap Rayleigh and Ricean models. Mo­
bile radio channels experience fading due to  m ultipath, which is the superposition of reflected and 
refracted versions of the transm itted  signal at the receiver. W hen there is no line-of-sight (LoS) or 
specular component a t th e  receiver, the channel envelope can be said to  follow a Rayleigh fading 
distribution. This situation arises in urban areas where many obstacles exist th a t can prevent a 
direct path  between the transm itter and receiver. Rayleigh fading channels can be modeled as the 
sum-of-sinusoids, such as Jakes’ simulator [43], The normalized low-pass fading process of Jakes’ 
simulator is given by [43] [89]:
2 m
g(k)  =  —t= 7  (a* cos (w ,k ) +  jbi cos (Wik)) (5-14)
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(b) T /2 -spaced roots. (c) Subchannel roots.
Figure 5.2: Channel CC-02 Dynamics.
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where g(k)  is the fading channel, n  =  4 m  +  2, and
/  V2cos(/30), i =  0 
cii =  < (5.15)
I 2 cos ( f t ) ,  z =
f V 5 » n ( « ,  i  =  0 (516)
 ̂ 2 sin (Pi), i =  1, 2 , . . .  , m
!7t/4, i =  0 (5.17)m / m ,  i =  1, 2 , . . .  ,m
i nid, i = 0 (5.18)WdCos( 2m/ n) ,  i =  l , 2 , . . . , m
where Wd = 2irfcv c ~1 is the Doppler frequency, f c is the carrier frequency, v  is the velocity in m /s, 
and c =  3 x 108 is the speed of light.
In situations where there is a LoS or specular component a t the receiver, the channel envelope 
can be said to  follow a Ricean fading distribution. This situation arises in microcellular and mobile 
satellite applications. The Ricean fading channel can be modeled as a Rayleigh fading component 
and stationary specular component scaled by a weighting factor called the  rice factor. The rice
factor K  is the ratio of the specular power to scattered power, and is defined as [71]:
K = $ g (5-19)
where a g is the complex stationary specular component and is the variance of the Rayleigh 
distribution. The Ricean channel model in term s of K  is defined as [71]:
h ^  =  ^ T i " ® +  5̂'2°)
As illustrated in Fig. 5.3, eq. (5.20) can be modified for a m ultitap channel as follows:
h M  =  K 1+ 1 [ K a g + g 0{ k ) , g i ( k ) , . . . ,  gL-i{k)}  (5.21)
where there is a single specular component and L  scattering components, where L  is the length of 
the channel.
5.5 S im u lation  Stu dies
This section presents simulations studies and comparisons for blind equalization algorithms. The 
simulation environment consists of a T/2-spaced channel in cascade w ith a T/2-spaced equalizer,
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T /2 T /2K+l
v(n)
Figure 5.3: Fading channel model used for simulations (Rayleigh: K  =  0, Ricean: K  /  0).
where both  the channel and equalizer are modelled as complex F IR  filters. The source symbol 
sequence is randomly generated using an i.i.d. process and is drawn from a normalized QAM 
constellation. The received equalizer input samples are generated by convoluting the source sequence 
and channel impulse response and adding Gaussian noise, while the equalizer is updated a t T-spaced 
intervals. W here appropriate, the output performance plots indicate the transm itted  signal, SNR, 
channel model, filter type, and the number of realizations in the upper left or right corner.
5.5.1 B lin d  E q ualization  A lgorithm s
The simulations in this section are for the three fundamental blind equalization algorithms: GSA, 
CMA, and MMA, which were discussed in section 3.5. A constant step size of fj, = 2~10 was applied 
to  each algorithm and simulations were performed in channels CC-01 and MRC-07. Simulation 
results are illustrated in Fig. 5.4 for 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM. The rate  of convergence 
and the convergence tim e for CMA and MMA are nearly identical. However, MMA consistently 
obtains a lower steady-state MSE than  CMA. This is expected as QAM signals have a non-constant 
modulus and CMA penalizes the dispersion w ith respect to  the squared ou tput modulus. The 
rate  of convergence and the convergence tim e of GSA is slower than  th a t of CMA and MMA. The 
steady-state MSE of GSA is consistently lower than  th a t of CMA, while it is consistently higher 
than  th a t of MMA. The equalizer ou tput signal constellations after convergence for GSA, CMA, 
and MMA, are illustrated in Fig. 5.5. These plots are commonly used to  visually determine the 
equalizer’s performance. As the equalizer ou tput becomes “tighter” a t symbol points, the lower the 
MSE. Consequently, the SER decreases since the reliability of the equalizer ou tput increases. The 
equalizer ou tpu t signal constellations for 64-QAM are similar for all algorithms and the proximity 
of the equalizer ou tput to  symbol points indicates th a t there will be low to  m oderate SER. For 256- 
QAM, once again the equalizer ou tput signal constellations are similar for all algorithms. However, 
the proximity of the equalizer output to  symbol points is more random, which indicates th a t the
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SER for 256-QAM will be much higher than  th a t for 64-QAM. W hen analyzing the MSE curves 
in Fig. 5.4, the steady-state MSE does not vary th a t much for 64-QAM and 256-QAM in channel 
MRC-07. However, w hat does vary is the distance between symbol points, which is why the MSE 
level required for transfer to  the DD algorithm is lower for higher-order signal constellations.
5.5 .2  R ad iu s-A d ju sted  B lind  E qualization  A lgorithm s
The simulations in th is section are for RMMA and RMDA, which were discussed in section 4.3.1 and 
4.3.2, respectively. Five decision regions were defined for RMMA and RMDA based on Table 4.2. 
The values of the weighting factor were set to  A(n) =  {1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0} , while the values of the step size 
for both algorithms are set to  p (n) =  {2-7 , 2 -8 , 2- 9, 2- 9, 2 -10}, p (n) =  {2~8, 2 -9 , 2-10, 2-10, 2-11} 
and n(n) = (2 - 9,2 -10, 2~n , 2~n , 2-12} for 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM, respectively. The 
MSE curves for CC-01 and CC-02 are illustrated in Fig. 5.6 for RMMA and RMDA. The MSE curves 
for 16-QAM indicate th a t the transient and steady-state performance of RMMA and RMDA, for this 
signal, are similar. Both algorithms are able to  achieve a fast convergence tim e and low steady-state 
MSE. For 64-QAM and 256-QAM, the initial rate of convergence is equivalent, however, the rate  of 
convergence for RMDA drops off as the DD error term  becomes the prim ary error signal. The steady- 
sta te  MSE for 16-QAM and 64-QAM are similar for both  algorithms, while the steady-state MSE 
for 256-QAM is lower for RMMA. The equalizer ou tput signal constellations after convergence for 
RMMA and RMDA, are illustrated in Fig. 5.7. As expected, equalizer ou tput signal constellations 
for 16-QAM and 64-QAM are similar for both algorithms and the proximity of the equalizer output to 
symbol points indicates th a t there will be a low SER. For 256-QAM, the ou tput signal constellation 
of RMMA is much tighter than  th a t for RMDA. The ou tput constellation for RMMA indicates tha t 
there will be a low to  m oderate SER, while the ou tput constellation for RMDA indicates th a t there 
will be a m oderate SER.
5.5 .3  S im u lated  C om parisons
This section presents com parative studies and quantitative results for RMMA, RMDA, and the 
selective update method. The RMMA and RMDA are compared w ith MCMA and CMA+SDD, 
while the selective update m ethod is compared w ith the signed-error (SE), power-of-two (POT) 
error, and partial coefficient update (PU) methods. Simulations were carried out with microwave 
radio and Ricean fading channels. Q uantitative results were averaged over a number of microwave 
radio channels for convergence tim e (TTC), steady-state MSE, m isadjustm ent (M), and update 
percentage. The convergence tim e is calculated as the number of T /2-spaced samples needed to
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Figure 5.4: Simulation of the blind equalization algorithms: GSA, CMA, and MMA.
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(a) GSA results for 64-QAM in MRC-07. (b) GSA results for 256-QAM in MRC-07.
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(e) MMA results for 64-QAM in MRC-07. (f) MMA results for 256-QAM in MRC-07. 
Figure 5.5: O utput signal constellations for GSA, CMA, and MMA.
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(c) Results for 64-QAM in CC-01.
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(e) Results for 256-QAM in CC-01. (f) Results for 256-QAM in CC-02.
Figure 5.6: Results for RMMA and RMDA in cable channels.
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(e) RMMA results for 256-QAM in CC-01. (f) RMDA results for 256-QAM in CC-01. 
Figure 5.7: O utput signal constellations for RMMA and RMDA.
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Table 5.3: Simulation param eters for RMMA, RMDA, RMDA, and CM A+SDD.
M ethod P / P P / W m ^ m a x A3
RMMA 1 0 .9 | /? |m a x { 1 0 _ 3 , 6  • 1 0 - 4 } { 10, 6 .5} 0 .1
MCMA 1 0 -9 | /? |m a x { 1 0 - 3 , 6  • 1 0 - 4 } - -
RMDA - - { 1 0 - 3 , 6  • 1 0 - 4 } { 10, 6 .5} 0 .1
CM A+SDD 0 .6 - { 1 0 - 3 , 6  • 1 0 ~ 4 } - -
Table 5.4: Q uantitative results for RMMA, RMDA, MCMA, and RMMA.
16-QAM 64-QAM
Method MSE (dB) M T TC  (T /2) MSE (dB) M TT C  (T /2)
RMMA -27.6890 0.0767 2644 -27.7202 0.0759 3025
RMDA -27.2955 0.0899 4012 -27.3387 0.0891 4798
MCMA -27.1381 0.0975 4823 -25.1393 0.1522 6580
CM A+SDD -22.2613 0.2486 5905 -23.6271 0.2026 7300
reach 90% of the steady-state MSE. The minimum number of realizations were 300 for microwave 
radio channels and 150 for Ricean fading channels.
As mentioned in the introduction, the RMMA and RMDA are compared with MCMA and 
CM A+SDD, which are related hybrid blind equalization algorithms th a t were discussed in sections
3.6.3 and 3.6.6, respectfully. The simulations for these algorithms were conducted over microwave 
radio channels using the param eters listed in Table 5.3, where the regions for RMMA and RMDA 
are based on Table 4.2 using five decision regions. The MSE curves for MRC-02 are illustrated 
in Fig. 5.8 for 16-QAM and 64-QAM, respectively, which are representative of the typical results 
obtained. The MSE curves for this channel dem onstrate th a t RMMA and RMDA achieve a faster 
convergence tim e and lower or equivalent steady-state MSE. The MSE curves of MCMA for 16-QAM 
and 64-QAM dem onstrate MCMA’s dependence on exact carrier recovery. MCMA is a CMA-based 
algorithm and converges w ith an arbitrary  phase offset. The CME term  in MCMA is phase sensitive 
and will initially contribute negatively until the carrier recovery circuit obtains the correct phase. 
However, the RMMA is a MMA-based algorithm and converges with a phase offset modulo 90°. In 
addition, a t the onset of equalization, the RMMA will update the equalizer taps predominantly with 
MMA error since E  {A(n)} «  1. Therefore, the CME term  in RMMA will not contribute negatively, 
which improves the ra te  of convergence for RMMA. The carrier-recovery m ethod applied to  MCMA 
is the combined “four-corners” [17] and DD carrier tracking technique [53] th a t was proposed for 
MCMA in [41], To prevent divergence and excess convergence time, the CME term  in the MCMA 
error signal was included after a delay, which varied by channel and the constellation. For channel 
MRC-02, this delay corresponded to  1500 and 8500 samples for 16-QAM and 64-QAM, respectively. 
Q uantitative results have been averaged over channels MRC-01—»MRC-11 and are listed in Table
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(a) Results for 16-QAM in MRC-02. (b) Results for 64-QAM in MRC-02.
Figure 5.8: Comparison of RMMA and RMDA with MCMA and CM A+SDD.
5.4. These results have been published in [8]. The results indicate th a t, on average, both RMMA 
and RMDA achieve faster convergence time, lower steady-state MSE, and lower misadjustment than 
MCMA and CM A+SDD.
The selective update m ethod is compared with the signed-error, power-of-two error, and partial 
coefficient update methods, which were discussed in sections 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and 3.7.3, respectfully. The 
simulations for these algorithms were conducted over microwave radio and Ricean fading channels. 
The selective update, signed-error, and power-of-two error m ethods were applied to  GSA, CMA, 
and MMA for microwave radio simulations. The MSE curves for MRC-02 are illustrated in Fig. 5.8 
for GSA-, CMA-, and MMA-based algorithms, respectively, which are representative of the typical 
results obtained. The modified algorithms are compared with the base algorithm and an update 
decimated (UD) version of the base algorithm, which is decimated by a factor of three. A constant 
step size of 2“ 10 was applied to  all algorithms except for DSE-CMA, which required a step size of 
2 - u  in order to  avoid divergence. The param eter a s  was chosen according to  (4.40) using an ad hoc 
m anor and ranged from 1/4 —> 1/6, while the power-of-two error algorithms were quantized according 
to  (3.56) using a word-length of 16-bits and r  =  0. These curves indicate th a t algorithms modified by 
the selective update m ethod m aintain their transient characteristics, while they can achieve similar 
steady-state MSE. The convergence tim e of power-of-two error algorithms is slightly longer than  the 
base algorithm, while the convergence tim e of update decimated algorithms, as expected, is three 
times th a t of the base algorithm. The signed-error algorithms, SE-GSA and SE-MMA, achieve the 
fastest convergence tim e, however, they also have the highest steady-state MSE. Quantitative results
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(c) Results for MMA in MRC-02.
Figure 5.9: Comparison of computationally-efficient methods for GSA, CMA, and MMA.
averaged for channels MRC-01—>MRC-08 are listed in Table 5.5. These results, w ith exception to 
those for GSA, have been published in [9], It can be seen from Table 5.5 th a t the percentage 
of tap  updates for the selective updated based algorithms prior to  convergence is high, while the 
percentage after convergence is substantially reduced. The results indicate th a t the selective update 
algorithms, on average, achieve lower steady-state MSE and have a slightly longer convergence 
tim e than  the base algorithms. In comparison with the update decimated algorithms, the selective 
update algorithms are able to  m aintain the transient performance and lower the misadjustment of 
the original algorithms, while reducing the number of tap  updates in steady-state to  under 15% on 
average.
Comparisons for the selective update, partial coefficient update, and power-of-two error methods
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Table 5.5: Q uantitative results for computationally-efficient, methods for GSA, CMA, and MMA.
Performance Measures Tap U pdate Percentage
M ethod MSE M TTC  (T /2) Transient (%) Steady-State (%)
GSA -24.4299 0.1877 8524 100 100
SE-GSA -15.9170 0.4686 3518 100 100
POT-GSA -25.5981 0.1488 10596 100 100
UD-GSA -24.0065 0.2013 24445 33.33 33.33
SU-GSA -25.4434 0.1539 9448 83.77 33.27
CMA -23.8834 0.2055 8587 100.00 100.00
DSE-CMA -21.1884 0.2939 17892 100.00 100.00
POT-CM A -25.3812 0.1573 12902 100.00 100.00
UD-CMA -23.7006 0.2115 24525 33.33 33.33
SU-CMA -26.1220 0.1324 10953 73.05 14.95
MMA -26.4679 0.1218 10506 100.00 100.00
SE-MMA -24.0006 0.2016 2530 100.00 100.00
POT-M M A -27.0522 0.1039 17250 100.00 100.00
UD-MMA -26.0838 0.1346 29880 33.33 33.33
SU-MMA -27.5051 0.0888 11933 75.65 14.43
were also carried out for Ricean fading channels. The Ricean channel was modeled as Fig. 5.3, where 
the values of K  varied for 2.5dB—»7.5dB. The equalizer input signal was generated by convolving 
the random  source symbol sequence with the Ricean channel model using the “overlap and add” 
sectioned convolution m ethod with a block size of four. Two sets of simulations were carried out, the 
first according to  DVB-S specifications for QPSK and the second according to  the ATSC standard 
for HDTV except using 16-QAM instead of 8-VSB modulation. The carrier frequency for DVB-S is 
11GHz and the symbol rate  was set to  22.5MHz. For ATSC, the  carrier frequency is 859.25MHz and 
the symbol ra te  was set to  10.76MHz. The respective simulations were carried out a t low Doppler 
frequencies using a velocity of lOkm/h and are illustrated in Fig. 5.10 for MMA-based algorithms. 
A step size of 2~9 was applied to  all algorithms. The param eter a s  was chosen according to 
(4.40) using an ad hoc m anor and was set to  1/10 and 1/6 for the DVB-S and ATSC standards, 
respectively. The variable partial coefficient update algorithm adjusted the largest P ( n ) taps tha t 
corresponded to  75% of the regressor power, while the power-of-two error algorithm was quantized 
according to  (3.56) using a word-length of 16-bits and t  =  0. The MSE curves indicate th a t the 
transient response of SU-MMA is equivalent to  th a t of MMA for A =2.5dB  and K =5dB, while both 
algorithms obtain similar steady-state MSE. For A =7.5dB , SU-MMA obtains lower steady-state 
MSE for the ATSC standard, while MMA obtains lower steady-state MSE for the DVB-S standard. 
The POT-M M A experiences a delayed transient response with respect to  MMA and obtains a higher 
steady-state MSE. U pdating the P{n)  largest coefficients th a t correspond to  75% of the regressor
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Table 5.6: Equalizer tap  update percentage for SU-MMA in Ricean channel.











power, the PU-MMA has the slowest convergence rate  and the highest steady-state MSE. In Table 
5.6, the update percentage of PU-MMA is listed for the values of K .  As expected, the update 
percentage of SU-MMA is highest for K = 2.5dB at 64.97% and 51.65% for the DVB-S and ATSC 
standards, respectively, while it is lowest for K = 7.5dB a t 39.70% and 31.15% for the DVB-S and 
ATSC standards, respectively. This indicates th a t the selective update m ethod can m aintain the 
transient and steady-state performance of the base algorithm, while continuing to  obtain substantial 
reductions in the num ber of tap  updates.
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(c) Results for QPSK (K =5dB k  f c =  11GHz). (d) Results for 16-QAM (K =5dB k  / c =  859.25MHz).
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(e) Results for QPSK (K =7.5dB & f c =  11GHz). (f) Results for 16-QAM (K =7.5dB & f c =  859.25MHz).
Figure 5.10: Comparison of computationally-efficient m ethods for MMA in Ricean fading channels.
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Chapter 6
FPGA Implementation of a Blind  
Adaptive Equalizer
6.1 In trod u ction
This chapter discusses in detail the custom implementation of a complex 18-tap T/2-spaced blind 
adaptive equalizer intellectual property (IP) core for QAM signals. The IP core is implemented 
on the A ltera S tra tix  II EP2S130F780C4 FPGA and targets cable dem odulators. The design is 
configurable and can implement four different error signals including those of RMMA and RMDA, 
while it can equalize QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM signals.
The chapter begins w ith the basic param eters and goals of the IP  core implementation and con­
tinues w ith fixed-point simulation results. An overview of the IP core is presented th a t decomposes 
the blind equalizer into four main modules: complex tap , complex tap  update, slicer, and error 
signal modules. The structure and operation of each of these modules is discussed in detail. The 
implementation results for the S tratix  II EP2S130F780C4 FPGA  are analyzed, which include those 
for RTL simulation, logic synthesis, physical synthesis and gate-level and tim ing simulation. Finally, 
the implementation is compared to  recent QAM equalizer implementations for cable demodulators.
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6.2 C om p lex  B lin d  E qualizer D esign  and O b jectives
The IP  core is a linear complex 18-tap T /2-spaced blind equalizer, which is realized using the direct 
form complex equalizer structure. As illustrated in Fig. 6.1, the direct form complex equalizer 
structure consists of four real finite impulse response (FIR) filters. The IP core operates at twice the 
symbol frequency and uses two clocks: e lk  and elk-baud, where e lk  operates a t twice the symbol 
frequency and c lk .b au d  operates a t the symbol frequency. The equalizer ou tput and tap  coefficients 
are updated once per symbol period on the rising edge of clk_baud. This factor is exploited by 
utilizing a custom FIR  filter structure, where all the odd taps are evaluated during the first cycle 
of elk (i.e. when clk_baud=‘ l ’ ) and all the even taps are evaluated during the second cycle of e lk  
(i.e. when clk_baud=‘0 ’ ). The same hardware is used to  compute the odd and even taps, thereby, 
reducing the num ber of multipliers by a factor of two for the tap coefficient and update portions of 
the equalizer. The equalizer is configurable and can achieve tap  coefficient adaptation by means of 
the CMA, MMA, RMMA, and RMDA error signals, while it can equalize QSPK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM, 
and 256-QAM signals. There are two pipelining stages: the first stage is after the equalizer output 
is generated, while the second stage follows the error signal calculation. This allows concurrent 
operation of the equalizer output, error signal, and tap  coefficient adjustm ent. The primary goals 
of this implementation are:
1. To design a generic IP  core of an adaptive equalizer for QAM signals and implement this core 
on an A ltera S tratix  II FPGA.
2. To achieve channel equalization w ithout the aid of a training sequence for QPSK, 16-QAM, 
64-QAM, and 256-QAM signals.
3. To implement multiple error signals for equalizer tap  adaptation, such th a t the error signal 
can be configured to  implement the CMA, MMA, RMMA, or RMDA error signals.
4. To target the IP  core for QAM demodulators th a t are used in cable and microwave radio 
applications and to  achieve data  rates comparable to  those of recent designs.
The IP  core was taken from concept to  implementation using the standard  RTL design flow, 
which was discussed in section 2.2. Algorithmic development and analysis for CMA, MMA, RMMA 
and RMDA was performed in M atlab for cable and microwave radio channel models. These algo­
rithms were converted to  fixed-point using the fixed-point toolbox in M atlab, where the word-length 
(WL) was determined by extensive fixed-point simulations. The RTL model of the equalizer was cre­
ated by modifying the direct form complex equalizer architecture and using the fixed-point models
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Figure 6.1: Direct form complex equalizer implementation
obtained for the target algorithms. The process of hardware synthesis and verification and con­
sists of RTL simulation, logic synthesis, physical synthesis, and gate-level and tim ing simulation. 
Cadence NC-VHDL is utilized for both  RTL and gate-level simulation, while logic synthesis is per­
formed using Synopsys Design Compiler. The physical synthesis process and initial tim ing analysis 
is performed using A ltera Q uartus II. The sections to  follow discuss these steps in detail and present 
implementation results.
6.3 F ix ed -P o in t S im ulations
The word-length and fractional word-length (FWL) for the fixed-point models of CMA, MMA, 
RMMA, and RMDA, were determined by fixed-point simulations th a t were completed using the 
fixed-point toolbox of M atlab. The number system chosen for implementation is the two’s comple­
ment number system, which has a numeric range of ( _ 2IWL_1, 2IWL_1 — 2_FWL) and a resolution 
of 2- f w l , where the  integer word-length is IWL =  WL — FWL. Saturation is applied to  handle 
overflow conditions, while truncation is applied instead of rounding. W hen selecting the initial WL 
and FW L values, it is im portant to  consider the relationship between the equalizer input, tap  co­
efficients, error signal, and output. If a large step size is applied to  the error signal, a significant 
portion of the error signal will be truncated. Therefore, a small W L can be selected for the error 
signal w ithout adversely effects. The decisive factor in the overall performance of the equalizer is 
the WL of the tap  coefficients, which is typically chosen to be the largest WL. The tap  coefficient 
WL is dependent upon the input WL and output WL, where the tap  coefficient WL can be reduced 
based on the ou tpu t WL. In general, the IWL affects the transient performance of the equalizer, 
while the FW L affects the steady-state performance.
The input and outpu t W L and FW L of the IP core are set to  16-bit and 14-bit, respectively, 
since 16-bit is a standard  WL size. The error signal WL and FW L is held constant during fixed- 
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three different sets of WLs and FWLs for the tap  coefficients, which are (18,16)-bit, (20,18)-bit and 
(22,20)-bit, respectively. There is a significant performance improvement between WLs of 18-bit 
and 20-bit for the tap  coefficients. However, the performance difference between 20-bit and 22- 
bit, WLs for the tap  coefficients is marginal. Therefore, the tap  coefficient WL and FW L for this 
implementation are 20-bit and 18-bit, respectively.
There are several additional considerations for the physical implementation of RMMA and 
RMDA, which affect their fixed-point simulations and WL selections. As mentioned in section
4.3 for bo th  RMMA and RMDA, r2(n) can be used instead of r(n )  to  determ ine the appropriate 
region if the precision is sufficient. This eliminates the need to  com pute the square root function. 
Initially, r 2(n ) was calculated using a WL and FW L of 16-bit and 14-bit, respectively. This, however, 
adversely affected the performance and subsequently, the WL and FW L were increased to  20-bit and 
18-bit respectively, which provides acceptable performance. For the RMMA error signal, the CME 
component is implemented using a LUT. The size of this LUT is determined by the precision of the 
input, which is set to  a WL and FW L of 10-bit and 8-bit, respectively. This results in a precision of 
2 -8  «  0.004 which is sufficient for the CME error signal.
Fixed-point simulations are illustrated for RMMA and RMDA in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3, respec­
tively. The fixed-point simulations for RMMA were conducted using channels CC-02 and MRC-01, 
while the fixed-point simulations for RMDA were conducted using channels CC-01 and MRC-04. 
In all simulations, the results of the fixed-point algorithm is compared with th a t of the floating 
point algorithm. In general, the transient performance of the fixed-point algorithm is very similar to 
th a t of the floating-point algorithm. The only exception was RMMA in channel CC-02 for 64-QAM 
illustrated in Fig. 6.2(c), which has a longer convergence time. The steady-state performance of the 
fixed-point algorithm is nearly identical to  th a t of the floating-point algorithm for all simulations.
6.4 C om p lex  B lin d  Equalizer Im p lem en tation
The IP  core implementation is a complex 18-tap T/2-spaced blind adaptive equalizer for QAM 
signals. A block diagram  of the IP  core is illustrated in Fig. 6.4. The input signals are x _ rea l (1 5 :0 ), 
x .im ag(15 :0 ), c o n s t_ s e l ( l :0 ), e _ s e l ( l : 0 ), e lk , clk .baud , and r s ,  while the output signals are 
y _ re a l(1 5 :0 ) , y_im ag(15:0 ), a_est (15 :0 ) and b _ e s t(1 5 :0 ) . The signals x _ rea l and x.imag are 
the real and imaginary equalizer input samples, respectively, while c o n s t .s e l  and e_sel specify 
the type of input signal and error signal, respectively. The output signals y _ rea l and y_imag are 
the real and imaginary samples of the equalizer output, while a_est and b .e s t  are the real and
80
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(c) Results for 64-QAM in CC-02. (d) Results for 64-QAM in MRC-01.
Figure 6.2: Fixed-point simulations for RMMA.
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simulations for RMDA.
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imaginary symbol estimates, respectively. The symbol estimates are solely for equalizer testing 
purposes and would not be implemented in the final design of the IP  core since the estimates are not 
for phase corrected signals. The IP core is sectioned into four main modules: complex tap, complex 
tap  update, slicer, and error signal. There are nine complex tap  and complex tap  update modules 
instantiated, which correspond to  18 complex tap  coefficients, while one each of the the error signal 
and slicer modules are instantiated. The equalizer input signals are stored in two tapped delay 
lines (TDL), one each for the real and imaginary samples. The TDL consist of 20 16-bit registers 
each, where the final four 16-bit registers are the result of the delayed adaptation  due to pipelining. 
T-spaced registers are inserted after the equalizer output and error signal calculation, which allows 
the equalizer output, error signal, and tap  adaptation calculations to  occur simultaneously. There 
are four nine-operand 20-bit accumulators (ACC), which realize the ou tpu ts of the four real filters. 
These accum ulators are reset to  zero on the positive edge of clk .baud . An internal slicer is utilized 
for the error signal calculation since symbol estimates are required to  implement the DD error signal 
and to  determ ine the region for RMMA and RMDA. These estim ates are for the  equalizer output 
prior to  carrier-recovery. W hile this does not affect the error signal calculation, carrier-recovery 
would be required if the estim ates were used to  determine the decided symbol. For this reason, the 
symbol estim ate ou tpu ts are only for equalizer testing purposes. The IP  core can be adjusted to  use 
an external slicer by adding input ports for the decided symbols and extending the TDLs to  account 
for the increased adaptation  delay. The initialization process blocks the equalizer ou tput and delays 
adaptation until there are enough input samples in the TDL. The ou tput of the equalizer is tha t 
from a 2 x 1 MUX, which is connected to  the delayed equalizer ou tput and a ground signal and 
whose ou tput is determined by the initialization process. After a rs=  ‘ 1 ’ signal, the MUX output is 
the ground signal until 22nd cycle of e lk .
The IP  core is described in hardware using VHDL and the IEEE std.logic-1164 and numeric-std 
libraries. The hierarchy of VHDL design files for the IP  core is illustrated in Fig. 6.5, where 
b l in d .e q u a l i z e r . vhd is the top module. This top module of the IP  core instantiates the complex 
tap, complex tap  update, slicer and error signal modules, which are described in com plex_tap. vhd, 
com plex.tap  .u p d a te . vhd, s l i c e r . vhd, and e r r o r . s i g n a l . vhd, respectively. The error signal mod­
ule instantiates the  CMA, MMA and CME error modules, which are described in c m a .e rro r . vhd, 
m m a.error. vhd, and c m e .e r ro r . vhd, respectively. The basic arithm etic and logic operations th a t 
are utilized by all modules are described by s ig n .lo g ic _ a r i th .v h d .
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Figure 6.4: Blind equalizer block diagram.
blind_equalizer.vhd
1 1 I




i i 1cma error.vhd mma error.vhd cme error.vhd
sign logic arith.vhd
Figure 6.5: Hierarchy of VHDL files for the blind equalizer IP core.
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x_imag(15:0) ♦  psum3(19:0)
♦  psum4(19:0)
>■ psum2(19:0)
Figure 6 .6 : Complex tap  implementation.
6.4 .1  C om p lex  Tap Im p lem en tation
The complex tap  module performs a single complex multiplication between a complex equalizer 
input sample and an equalizer tap  coefficient. As illustrated in Fig, 6 .6 , the input signals of the 
complex tap  update module are x _ re a l(1 5 :0 ) , x_im ag(15:0 ), w _real(19 :0 ) and w_imag(19:0), 
while the ou tput signals are psum l(19 :0 ), psum 2(19:0), psum 3(19:0) and psum 4(19:0). The 
input signals w_real and w.imag are the real and imaginary complex tap  coefficients, respectively. 
The equalizer input samples are sign-extended to  20-bit and are multiplied w ith the equalizer tap  
coefficient samples to  generate the four partial products of a complex multiplication. These partial 
products, truncated  to  20-bit, are the ou tput of the complex tap  module which correspond to the 
partial products of the four real filters of Fig. 6.1. The output of the complex tap  module is sent to 
four accum ulators which are used to  generate the equalizer output. The complex tap  module does 
not in itself implement an equalizer tap, only a  complex multiplication. It is the complex tap  update 
module in the section to  follow th a t stores and adjusts an equalizer tap  coefficient.
6 .4 .2  C om p lex  Tap U p d a te  Im p lem en tation
The complex tap  update module stores the current equalizer tap coefficient and calculates the next 
value of the tap  coefficient. As illustrated in Fig. 6.7, the input signals of the complex tap  update 
module are x _ re a l(1 5 :0 ) , x_im ag(15:0), m ue_real(15 :0 ), mue_imag(15:0 ), e lk , clk .baud , and 
r s ,  while the ou tput signals are w _real(19 :0 ) and w.imag(1 9 :0 ). The input signals mue_real 
and mue.imag are the real and imaginary components of the error signal scaled by the step size, 
respectively. The complex tap  update module implements two consecutive complex equalizer tap 
coefficients and their respective updates. The update term  for the odd tap  coefficient is evaluated
85
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Figure 6.7: Complex tap  update implementation.
when clk_baud= ‘ 1 ’ and the even tap  coefficient is evaluated when clk_baud= ‘O’ , while both  odd 
and even taps are updated on the positive edge of clk .baud . This is achieved by using multiplexors 
to select the tap  coefficient to  be adjusted, where the multiplexor ou tput is controlled by clk .baud. 
This structure allows the evaluation of two tap  coefficients using the same arithm etic components, 
thereby, reducing the number of arithm etic components in half for the evaluation and update portions 
of the equalizer.
At the onset of equalization, a reset signal rs=  ‘ 1 ’ is applied and the equalizer tap  coefficients 
are synchronously reset based on the i n i t ( l : 0 ) input vector. The imaginary component of the tap  
coefficients are initialized to  zero, while all bits of the real component of the tap  coefficients are 
initialized to  zero except for the integer bit. The bit in i t (O )  corresponds to  the initialization value 
of the odd tap  coefficient, while the bit i n i t ( l )  corresponds to  the initialization value of the even 
tap  coefficient. Therefore, the tap  coefficients are initialized to  ‘0 ’ or ‘ 1 ’ . Recall from (3.21), tha t 
the general complex equalizer tap  adjustm ent consists of four partial products as follows
w  (n +  1) =  w  (n) +  fj,e(n)x*(n)
=  w (n) +  pefl(n)xH(n) +  pe/(n)x /(n)  +  j  (^ej(n)xB(n) -  pefi(n )x j(n )) .
The equalizer input samples are sign-extended to  20-bit and are multiplied w ith the tap  coefficient 
samples to  generate the four partial products which are truncated  to  20-bit. W hen clk_baud= ’ 1 ’ , 
the real component of the odd tap  coefficient is added to  the partial products jj,en(n)x[i(n) and 
t iei(n)xi(n),  while the imaginary component of the odd tap  coefficient is added to  the partial 
products nei(n)xR(n)  and —/j,eji(n)xi(n). These results are stored w ith interm ediate T/2-spaced 
registers. Similar to  the odd tap  adjustm ent, when clk_baud= ’O’ , the  real component of the even tap  
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Figure 6 .8 : Error signal implementation.
ponent of the even tap  coefficient is added to the partial products fj,ei(n)xn(n) and —jxea{n)xi{n). 
At the rising edge of clk_baud, the next values of the odd and even tap  coefficients are sampled and 
become the current value of the equalizer tap  coefficients.
6 .4 .3  Error S ignal Im p lem en tation
The error signal is composed of CMA error, MMA error, CME error, and DD error modules, which 
combine to  form the CMA, MMA, RMMA and RMDA error signals. The error signal is controlled 
by the signals e _ s e l ( l :0 )  and c o n s t_ s e l ( l  :0 ), which together are used to  configure the IP core 
in one of the 13 different modes of operation listed in Table 6.1. As illustrated in Fig. 6 .8 , the input 
signals of the error signal module are y _ re a l(1 9 :0 ) , y_im ag(19:0 ) , a _ e s t(1 9 :0 ) , b _ e s t(1 9 :0 ), 
e _ s e l ( l  :0 ), c o n s t - s e l ( 1 :0 ) , e lk , clk .baud , and r s ,  while the ou tput signals are m ue_real(19:0) 
and mue_imag(19:0). The precision of the error signal is 16-bit, while the precision of the region 
param eters is 20-bit. The ou tput of the error signal module is the error signal scaled by the step 
size process, which is dependent on the values of c o n s t .s e l ,  e_sel, and the region param eters for 
RMMA and RMDA.
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Table 6.1: Error Signal Operation Modes and Stepsizes
Mode const _sel e_sel Signal Stepsizes Error Signal
1 "00 " "0 0 " QPSK 2 -6 CMA
2 "0 0 " "0 1 " QPSK 2-e MMA
3 "0 1 " "0 0 " 16-QAM 2 -9 CMA
4 "0 1 " "0 1 " 16-QAM 2“ 9 MMA
5 "0 1 " " 10" 16-QAM {2- 7 , 2- 8, 2 -9 , 2-9 , 2~ n } RMMA
6 "01 " " 11" 16-QAM ( 2 - 7, 2~8, 2 -9 , 2-9 , 2 -11} RMDA
7 " 10" "0 0 " 64-QAM 2-i0 CMA
8 " 10" "0 1 " 64-QAM 2-i0 MMA
9 " 10" " 10" 64-QAM {2 - 8, 2 -9 , 2 -10, 2~10, 2 -11} RMMA
10 " 10" " 11" 64-QAM {2 - 8, 2 -9 , 2_1°, 2- 10, 2 -11} RMDA
11 " 11" "0 0" 256-QAM 2 - u CMA
12 " 11" "0 1" 256-QAM 2 - n MMA
13 " 11" " 11" 256-QAM {2- 9 , 2- 10, 2 —11, 2—11, 2~ 12} RMDA
Table 6.2: Dispersion constants for CMA and MMA for LUT implementation.
const .sel Signal Constant 7 q Constant Tm
"0 0 " QPSK 1.0000 0.5000
"0 1 " 16-QAM 1.3199 0.8199
" 10" 64-QAM 1.3810 0.8810
" 11" 256-QAM 1.3953 0.8953
C M A , M M A , and C M E  Error S ignal Im p lem en tation s
The CMA error signal module is illustrated in Fig. 6.9(a), where the input signals are y _ r e a l(1 5 :0 )  
and y _ im a g (1 5 :0 ) , while the ou tput signals are e _ r e a l(1 5 :0 )  and e_ im ag(15: 0 ) . The CMA error 
signal, which was defined in (3.29), is given by
ecma(n) =  yR(n) (7% -  y%(n) -  y j(n ))  + jy i(n )  (7% ~  S b W  -  2//(«))
' ----------------------------------- v ----------------------------------- '  ' ----------------------------------- v ----------------------------------- '
e ^ m a ( n )  e 5 m a ( n )
and can be implemented w ith 4M  +  1 A, where ‘M ’ and ‘A ’ correspond to  the number of real 
multiplications and additions, respectively. The dispersion constant 7 q is implemented using a 
LUT, whose values are listed in Table 6.2 for QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM signals.
The MMA error signal module is illustrated in Fig. 6.9(b), where the input signals are y _ r e a l(1 5 :0) 
and y .im ag( 1 5 :0 ) , while the ou tput signals are e _ r e a l(1 5 :0 )  and e_ im ag(15: 0 ) . The MMA error
signal, which was defined in (3.33), is given by
emma(n) =  y R ( n )  (7 -  y R ( n ) )  + J V l ( n )  (7m ~  y j (»)) (6.1)
e f i m a ( n )  e m m a ( n )
and can be implemented w ith 4M  +  2A. The dispersion constant implemented using a LUT,
whose values are listed in Table 6.2 for QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM signals.
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(a) CMA error signal implementation.
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(c) CME error signal implementation.
Figure 6.9: CMA, MMA, and CME error signal implementations.
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The CME error signal is illustrated in Fig. 6.9(c), where the input signals are y _ re a l(9 :0 ) ,  
y_im ag(9:0 ) , c o n s t .s e l ,  clk_baud, e lk , and r s ,  while the ou tput signals are e _ re a l(1 5 :0 )  and 
e_im ag(15:0). The CME error signal selected for this implementation was defined in (4.7) and is 
given by
This CME error signal 77(77) is scaled by the weighting factor 0  to  form the constellation specific 
components of the RMMA error signal, where the values of 0  are 0.0389 and 0.0771 for 16-QAM and 
64-QAM, respectively. The term  £ 77(77) is implemented as a LUT for 16-QAM and 64-QAM signals. 
By noting th a t sin (—x) =  — sin(x), the LUTs are implemented for only for positive values of the 
input. Separate input and ou tpu t processes complement the real and /o r imaginary input and corre­
sponding ou tpu t signal(s) when y _ r e a l(9 )  = ‘ l ’ and /o r y_im ag(9) = ‘ 1 ’ , respectively. Furthermore, 
since the real and imaginary components of the CME error signal are equivalent, the same LUT is 
used to  calculate bo th  components. The LUTs for 16-QAM and 64-QAM each have 513 different 
input combinations (513th input is "1000000000" or -2), which correspond to  513 different 16-bit 
outputs. W hen clk_baud=‘ l ’ , the internal signal eta_temp is assigned y _ rea l, while eta_temp is 
assigned y_ rea l when clk_baud=‘0 ’ . The intermediate result, for e_ rea l, is stored in a T/2-spaced 
flip-flop, while the result for e_imag evaluated during the interval when clk_baud=‘0 ’ such th a t the 
ou tput is ready to  be sampled on the rising edge of clk_baud= ‘ 1 ’ .
R M M A  an d  R M D A  Error S ignal Im p lem en tation
The RMMA error signal, which was defined in (4.8), is a combination of the MMA and DD error 
signals and is given by
ermma(n) =  A(n) (yR(n ) (7 2M -  y%(n))) + jy i(n )  (7 ^  -  y j(n ) ) ))  +  (1 -  A( 77) )  £ 77( 71)
=  ( A ( n ) e r »  +  (1 -  A(t7))£t?R(n)) + j (A(n)e?ma(n) +  (1 -  \{n))(3ru(n) ) .
e r m m a ( n )  e r m m a ( n )
For this im plementation, five decision regions were used according to  Table 4.2 and the weighting 
factor was quantized to  A(n) =  {0,1}. This results in the efficient RMMA error signal implemen­
tation  illustrated in Fig. 4.2, where the RMMA error signal is the muxed ou tput of the MMA and 
CME error signals w ith A (71) as the selector. The RMMA error signal is implemented for 16-QAM 
and 64-QAM signals.
The RMDA error signal, which was defined in (4.11), is a  combination of the MMA and DD
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Table 6.3: Region boundary values for RMMA and RMDA.













error signals and is given by
ermda(n) =  A(n) (yR (n) (j 2m -  y2R {n))) + jy i{ n )  (t m  ~  2/?(™)))) +  (1 -  A(n)) (s(n) -  y{n))
=  ( A ( n ) e r ( n )  +  (1 -  A (n ))4 d(n)) + j (A(n )e f™ (n )  +  (1 -  A(n))edd(n))
^   „ '
For this im plementation, five decision regions were used according to  Table 4.2 and the weighting 
factor was quantized to  A(n) =  {0,1}. This results in the efficient RMDA error signal implementation 
illustrated in Fig. 4.3, where the RMMA error signal is the muxed output of the MMA and DD error 
signals w ith A(n) as the selector. The RMDA error signal is implemented for 16-QAM, 64-QAM, 
and 256-QAM signals.
In order to  avoid implementing the square root function, the region for the RMMA and RMDA 
error signals is calculated using r 2(n) instead of r(n). Consequently, a 20-bit WL is required for this 
calculation, which increases the resolution to  2-18 from 2~16. The calculation of r2(n) for the region 
requires 2M  +  3A. However, only 2M  +  1A  is required since the RMDA error signal incorporates 
the DD error signal, which is used in the calculation of the region. The four static boundaries th a t 
correspond to  r 2(n) are listed in Table 6.3 for 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM.
6 .4 .4  C om p lex  Q A M  Slicer Im p lem en tation
The complex QAM slicer module produces an estim ate of the transm itted  symbol from the equal­
izer output. The input signals to  the QAM slicer module are y _ re a l(1 9 :0 ) ,  y_im ag(19:0), and 
c o n s t_ s e l ( l  :0 ), while the ou tput signals are a_est (19 :0 ) and b .e s t  (1 9 :0 ). The QAM slicer mod­
ule operates in four modes: QPSK ("00"), 16-QAM ("01"), 64-QAM ("10"), and 256-QAM ("11"),
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which are based on the value of the control signal co n s t_ se l. The symbol estim ate is determined 
by successively dividing the QAM constellation into four quadrants based on the sign bit of the 
y _ rea l and y.im ag signals and then biasing the center of the selected quadrant to  the center of the 
signal constellation, i.e. to  (0,0). W ith this method, a large signal constellation is broken down into 
smaller constellations until the constellation is QPSK. The process for a 256-QAM constellation is 
as follows: the quadrant is determined based on the sign bit of the equalizer ou tpu t signals and the 
256-QAM constellation is reduced to  a 64-QAM constellation by biasing the  center of the selected 
quadrant to  the point (0,0) as illustrated in Fig. 6.10(a). The new quadrant is determined and the 
64-QAM constellation is reduced to  a 16-QAM constellation by biasing the center of the selected 
quadrant to  the point (0,0) as illustrated in Fig. 6.10(b). The new quadrant is determined and 
the 16-QAM constellation is reduced to  a QPSK constellation by biasing the center of the selected 
quadrant to  the point (0,0) as illustrated in Fig. 6.10(c). The estim ated symbol can then be obtained 
by determining the final quadrant. This method requires 6A, 4A, and 2A  for 256-QAM, 64-QAM, 
and 16-QAM, respectively, where ‘A ’ is a real addition.
6.5 Im p lem en ta tion  R esu lts
The functionality of the IP  core at the RTL level was verified using Cadence NC-VHDL. The 
verification strategy consisted of successive testing and assembling of lower modules until all the 
modules in the hierarchy were tested. A module was tested by creating a set of fixed-point inputs 
and expected ou tpu ts using the fixed-point toolbox in M atlab. The d a ta  was saved to  a stimulus file 
w ith an extension of “ .d a t” and the stimulus vectors were applied by the VHDL testbench using 
the IEEE s td _ lo g ic _ te x tio  and STD t e x t io  libraries for file I/O . The stimulus data  consisted of 
several thousand to  tens of thousands of data  vectors randomly generated by fixed-point M atlab 
programs. The ou tput of the RTL simulation was w ritten to  a file in M atlab format in order to 
produce a graphical output. The final RTL results for the IP core are illustrated in Fig. 6.11, 
Fig. 6.12, Fig. 6.13, and Fig. 6.14, for CMA, MMA, RMMA, and RMDA, respectively. These results 
are for a single realization and illustrate the instantaneous squared error across the slicer and the 
ou tput signal constellation after convergence. These results are similar to  the floating-point M atlab 
results of sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2.
A fter verification, the IP core was synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler (DC). The target 
library for synthesis was the “s t r a t i x i i  .db” library for A ltera S tra tix  II FPGAs, while the syn­
thetic libraries targeted were the A ltera “s t r a t i x i i . s l d b ” and “dw .fo u n d a t io n ,s ld b ” libraries.
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Figure 6.10: Equalizer ou tput bias based on ou tput signal quadrant.
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Figure 6.11: RTL simulation results for CMA in CC-01 using NC-VHDL.
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Figure 6.12: RTL simulation results for MMA in CC-01 using NC-VHDL.
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Figure 6.13: RTL simulation results for RMMA in CC-01 using NC-VHDL.
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(e) Squared error for 256-QAM. (f) Output constellation for 256-QAM.
Figure 6.14: RTL simulation results for RMDA in CC-01 using NC-VHDL.
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Total I /O  Pins 
Maximum Clock Frequency 
Maximum Symbol Frequency 
Maximum Bit Rate 
Dynamic Power Consumption
A ltera S tratix  II 
EP2S130F780C4 
53,862 (Utilization: 50%) 
1969





The IP  core was synthesized using most of the default settings and the design hierarchy was ex­
ported to  the “ . e d i f ” file format to be compatible with the A ltera Q uartus II FPG A  tools used 
for physical synthesis. The synthesized gate-level netlist from DC was analyzed by the Q uartus II 
software and physical synthesis was conducted for the S tratix  II EP2S130F780C4 FPGA, which has 
a capacity of 106,032 adaptive look-up tables (ALUTs). This is equivalent to  132,540 logic elements 
(LEs), which is the four-input LUT-based architecture used in Altera S tratix  FPGAs. The physical 
synthesis results are listed in Table 6.4. The IP core utilized 53,862 ALUTs or approximately 50% 
of the to ta l ALUTs, while 1969 registers (single bit D flip-flops) were instantiated. Timing analysis 
w e i s  completed w ith the “Timing Analyzer” module of Q uartus II. The IP core can operate at a 
maximum clock frequency of 16.11 MHz and a maximum symbol frequency of 8.055 MBaud. This 
corresponds to  a maximum bit rate  of 64.44 M bits/s. Additionally, th e  power dissipation of the 
IP core was estim ated using the “PowerPlay Power Analyzer” module of Q uartus II. The dynamic 
power consum ptation was estim ated to  be 2.47 W atts.
The functionality and tim ing of the final design was verified at the gate-level using the output 
gate-level netlist ( “ .vho” ) and standard delay format files ( “ .sd o ” ) produced by Q uartus II for NC- 
VHDL. The “ .sd o ” file is a standard  delay format file th a t contains inform ation for back-annotation 
of the delay at the gate level. In addition to the output files from Q uartus II, the Altera libraries 
“lpm” , “a lte ra_ m f” , and “s t r a t i x i i ” (atoms) were compiled for simulation. The original VHDL 
testbench was modified for the gate-level netlist and the frequencies of e lk  and clk_baud were 
set to  16MHz and 8MHz, respectively. The gate-level simulation results for RMMA and RMDA 
are illustrated in Fig. 6.15 for 64-QAM. These results are nearly identical to  their respective RTL 
results, which serve to  validate the correct operation of the design at a symbol frequency of 8MBaud.
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(a) RMMA squared error. (b) RMMA output constellation.
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(c) RMDA squared error. (d) RMDA output constellation.
Figure 6.15: Gate-level simulation results for RMMA and RMDA using NC-VHDL.
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Table 6.5: Recent QAM equalizer implementations for cable modems.
Technology QAM Modes Symbol R ate Algorithms
Yamanaka [86] 0.5/xm 16, 64, 256 8.25MBaud DD
Shin [65] 0.35/xm 64, 256 8M Baud MMA, DD
Kurakake [47] 0.35/xm 1024 5.274MBaud MCMA (MMA)
Fukuoka [30] n /a 4, 16, 32, 64 5M SAG-DD
Shen [64] 0.25/xm 4—>256 lOMBaud CMA, DD
Tan [72] 0.5/xm 4, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 1024 7MBaud S-LMS
D’Luna [25] 0.35/xm 4, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 7MBaud S-LMS
W u [85] 0.6/xm 64 5MBaud S-DLMS
This work FPG A 4, 16, 64, 256 8.055M CMA, MMA,
RMMA, RMDA
6.6 C om parisons
In this section, the IP  core implementation on the S tratix  II EP2S130F780C4 FPG A  is compared 
with the equalizer component of recent QAM dem odulator implementions for cable modems. A 
number of recent ASIC QAM dem odulator designs have been implemented th a t incorporate blind
[86] [65] [47] [64] or trained adaptive equalizers [72] [25] [85]. The symbol frequency ranges from 5 
M Baud to  10 MBaud, while the signal constellation ranges from 4-QAM (or QPSK) to  1024-QAM. 
The IP  core implem entation operates a t a maximum symbol frequency of 8.055Mbaud, which is 
the th ird  highest symbol frequency and within 0.195MHz of the second highest symbol frequency. 
This implementation is rated  for square QAM constellations up till 256-QAM, which is the largest 
signal constellation mode for implementations th a t operate at or above 8MBaud. Additionally, this 
implementation can be configured in for error modes. These results are significant since this is the 
only FPG A  implem entation and it is able to  achieve performance th a t is comparable to  recent ASIC 
implement at ions.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis has introduced a new radius-adjusted approach for blind equalization of QAM signals. 
This approach adjusts the equalizer tap  coefficients using a linearly weighted sum of adaptation 
criteria scaled by a variable step size, where the weighting factor and step size were dependent on the 
equalizer ou tput radius. The approach is the basis for two new radius-adjusted blind equalization 
algorithms, RMMA and RMDA. A method to  tune the new algorithms was developed based on 
statistics of the equalizer ou tput radius. The transient and steady-state performance of RMMA and 
RMDA were analyzed and analytic expressions for their steady-state analysis were derived. A series 
of com parative studies were performed which compared the performance of RMMA and RMDA with 
related hybrid blind equalization algorithms. Simulations were conducted over static microwave and 
cable channels. The results have indicated tha t, on average, the radius-adjusted algorithms achieve 
faster convergence tim e and lower steady-state MSE.
The radius-adjusted approach was extended to a computationally-efficient m ethod termed the 
selective update method. This m ethod employs a stop-and-go strategy based on the equalizer output 
radius to  selectively update the equalizer tap  coefficients. The convergence and steady-state behavior 
of algorithms modified by the selective update m ethod was analyzed based on the statistics of the 
equalizer ou tput radius and the concept of adjustm ent error. A modified selective update method 
was also proposed, which reduces the hardware requirements for implementation in addition to  
the number of com putations. A series of comparative studies were performed th a t compared the 
performance of algorithms modified by the selective update m ethod w ith related computationally-
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efficient m ethods. Simulation results have indicated th a t the transient characteristics of algorithms 
modified by the selective update m ethod are retained, even in Ricean fading channels. The steady- 
sta te  MSE is related to  a static param ater, which depending on the selection, can result in a lower 
steady-state MSE.
A complex 18-Tap T /2-spaced blind equalizer IP  core was designed for QAM signals and imple­
mented on an A ltera S tratix  II FPGA. The IP  core can be configured in four error signal modes 
and can equalize square QAM signals up to  256-QAM. The IP core implementation targeted the 
A ltera S tra tix  II EP2S130F780C4 FPGA, where a maximum symbol frequency of 8.055 MBaud was 
obtained. Gate-level simulation and tim ing was successfully performed a t a frequency of 8 MBaud. 
The results are comparable to  recent QAM equalizer designs for cable modems.
There are several ways to  expand the work presented in this thesis. The radius-adjusted approach 
can be extended to  other types of modulation such as VSB. This would be ideal since VSB modulation 
is used in the ATSC standard  for terrestrial HDTV transmission, which recommends blind DFE. The 
IP  core can also be targeted for a custom ASIC implementation and tested in an analog environment.
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